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The Fort Bliss Military Band Will Furnish Music for Alamo's Celebration

Tt)e Official Newspaper of tfje People of Otero County.
VOL. 2UII. No. 28.

ALAMOGORDO,

SNOW STORM ON

COMMITTEE SECURES

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, JULY

PRICE

1, 1909.

THE FORT BLISS MILITARY

BANO may build

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Elements and

With

lmost

Battle

Southwest

Will Furnish Music for

White Mountain Thursday

The Ball Games
that

Manning, as was
stated exclusively in The News
recently, is in this section with
a number of men, making a survey of the Sacramentos.
Last Thursday he went to the

White

mountain,
summit of
about 55 miles from this city, for
the purpose of getting some distances.

The great ball game of the
season will he played at Athletic Park Saturday, July 3,
at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.
The contesting teams will be
the Alamogordo and Fort
Stanton. The Fort Bliss Military Band, in fall uniform,
will furnish music for the
game.
Five hundred Fort
Stanton and Carrizozo people
are expected to attend the

There is not the least doubt in Alamogordo

Friday afternoon

but what the celebration to be at 8:80.
That evening a dance will be
held in Alamogordo Saturday,
July 8, will be the biggest affair given at BrounofF's Popular Theever pulled on in New Mexico. atre, the proceeds to be applied

game.

The same teams will play a
second game Sunday afternoon
at 3 :30. Those wanting grand
stand seats should buy them
early. On sale at Warrens'.

The committee on music an towards the expense of the band.
nounces that.it has made ar The band will furnish music for
rangements to have tbe Fort the dance. The dance will be
Bliss Military band of 28 pieces given under the auspices of the
here for the occasion. This is Social Committee of the Business
Tickets for the
one of the best musical organiza Men's Club.
tions in the United States. The dance will be sold at 11.00 each.
expense of having the band come
Ira Wetmore, president of the
here is quite an item and all con Carrizozo Townsite company.
tributors to the celebration fund told The News Monday that
will be asked to increase their nearly everybody in Carrizozo
subscriptions. Those already would celebrate in Alamogordo.
approached have subscribed ad- Mr. Wetmore, who was one of

reaching the summit, he
found himself in the midst of a
blizzard. Snow, sleet, and a wind
of tornado proclivities made
thines very disagreeable for him
The Indian la
and bis party.
Long Trip In Touring Oar.
borers with him, after considerable difficulty, succeeded in makiA big touring car was here
ng a lire in a
Saturday afternoon en route from
place.
San Francisco to Moosehead
Mr. Manning told The .News Lake, Maine.
The car came by
yesterday that it was one of the Los Angeles and El Paso, went
worst blizzards that he ever ex from here to Roswell, from which
Derienccd, and that had it not place it will go to New Orleans,
lieen tor the fare the members ot and proceed along the coast to
the party would have gone away the destination.
The car is a
V,
is
on page ao.;
Thomas Flyer, 60 h. p., double
(continued
chain drive. In the party were
the owner, wife, son, driver and
Mill Starts Banning.
machinist. The party has alThe Mi Rae Lumber company's ready been out a month.
Toe mill near Mountain
Park
Don't Forget to Decorate.
started up Monday.
It has a
capacity of about 10,000 feet
The decoration committee has
daily and it is expected that it
will run full time from now on. asked The News to call the atThe product will be dressed in tention of the business men to
the company s new planing mill the necessity of decorating their
I
here.
stores for the big celebration
July 8. The residence should
Several Bains.
also be decorated. There is sure
This section of the country has to be a monster crowd of strangbeen visited by a number of ers in the city and they will go
I
rains sim e the last issue of The away with a better impression
if the business
News. The heaviest rains fell of Alamogordo
I
houses are decorated.
Friday ami yesterday.
Upon

the first settlers here, will be
ditional amounts cheerfully.
(Continued on page 8.)
The Fort Bliss band will arrive

ALAMOS PUT THE INTERNATIONALS
TO ROUT IN WELL

PLAYED GAME

semi-shelter-

Score Was 2 to I. -- The Game as "Gloomy Gus,"
The News' Sport Writer, Saw it.
By

Gloomy fins.

.

GAMP BOUND OVER TO THE GRAND

JURY FOR SHOOTING

AT WELLS

Like that famous "delayed
throw" of Johnnie Kling's, the
Alamos finally put one over the
big team last Sunday.
It was the candy game alright,
but it wasn't like taking candy
from a kid. They worked and
schemed and fonght for both of
tlie two scores they made, and
incidentally they had to go some
to keep those International bullies from making more than the

down to two to one, there's a
big game on.
In the big leagues there was
only one better game played that

day.

Up to the sixth inning neither
side had scored. Then Big Bill
Pelphrey came to bat and was
presented with a "comp" to first.
Saulsberry hit a hard one to
pitcher, who smothered it, but
threw short to second.
'
Faust hit to short who fumbled
threw wild to third in an effort

and then
one soore.
to catch Pelphrey. Then Maya's one
The pace was a fast one right wild pitch allowed Pelphrey to score, by
from the jump, and never for a taking a long chance.

minute eased up uutil old Me
struck out the last man up in the
first half of the ninth.
Then everybody went straight
up into the air, yelling like Comanche Indians.
Couldn't blame them. Not at
all. For it was a great game.
With two teams so evenly
matched, and the score held

Wootcn Hied out to center, and Faust
was thrown out at first on the fly out.
Smith could not get one to suit him, and
would not take a substitute for what he
wanted, retiring the side.
Again in the eighth, Faust started the
fireworks by a safe hit beyond second.
Woolen hit to short and Faust was

thrown out at second.
Smith bit to left, advancing Wooten
to 2nd. Nelson hit a terrific grounder

(Continued on page 8.)

Camp of forging it. A quarrel
ensued and Wells slapped Camp
and later knocked him down.
Wells finally left the Camp home
Class
followed by Mr. Camp with a
shot gun.
noon.
Mr. Camp admitted on the
Mrs. Bertha B. Neal bought
It appears that Wells, who re- - stand that he shot towards Wells
but that he did not shoot at him'. the Alamogordo hotel of J. A.
Mly went to Camp from
"jumped" a forty acre His daughter, who was a witness, McKay Saturday. She took posact ot desert land which Mr. substantiated this statement.
session Monday.
Judge Byron Sherry prosecutsmp bid filed upon some time
This well known hostelry will
HBoth narties wrote the ed the case. H. H. Major and no longer be known as the Alaiwl office
in regard to the mat- Wharton and Lawsnn appeared mogordo. Mrs. Neal will coner.
for the defense. By agreement duct the place as a high class
Camp received a reply to his the evidence was submitted to private boarding house and it
pter and read it to Wells.
Judge Stalcup without argument. has been christened "Neal's."
The latter did not like the
Bond was placed at $500 which Transients, however, will
of the letter and accused was given immediatejy.
care of in fine shape. The
rates to this class of patronage
will be $2.00 a day, instead of
$3.00 as formerly. Regular

(lamp, a well known
ritizen of Camp, was held for the
irand jury by Judge W. K. Stal- fup Tuesday for shooting at
Fatty" Wells Saturday after
8. D.

Has Turned the Pioneer Hotel of the City into
Boarding House.
High

Os-far- o,

-

he-tak-

iOVERNMENT WILL
BUILD WAGON ROADS
J. L. Donavan, United
s superintendent of roads,
recently completed a thor- examination of nil the fpas- &gon and trail roads over

trails

be constructed
pack
through the mountains.
Of the 155 miles of wagon
trails, it is the intention of the
department of making good roads

out of same wherever use warrants In-It
of those most
Alamo Mnrionnl Tfnraat.- - han and the
terested can be secured.
' the citir
jn a letter from the depart- While nothing Is known as to what
department Is going to do In the
the
Washington, Supervisor
It Is known that a system of
Neal is advised that Cap- - matter. Is absolutely necessary for the
trails
fonavan's report covered protection of the Forest and It Is bemiles of present and proposed lieved that the work of building the
l knd
trails will begin In the near future.
trnilu

;KI

"m
"

leal
rdo,

ta department is favorablv
Lumbley, reported killed by
with the captain's rec- - klsMelvln
horse, Is alive and well at his home
'"""Hiation that 156 miles of near Artesla. It li not known how the
Cn trails and 999 miloB nf report that he was killed originated.

'Pressed
1

It

en

boarders will be charged the
same rates as at Mrs. Neal's old
place on Michigan avenue.
Mrs. Neal has demonstrated
the fact that sjie knows how to
conduct a higR class boarding
house and her many friends over
the city predict success for her
in the new location.
Mrs. Neal paid $9,000 for the
place. Negotiations for the purchase and sale of the place began a month ago. Judge J. W.
Tompson represented Mrs. Neal
in the transaction.

Turned Loose.
hearing in the habeas
the
In
The Supreme Court is in
sion at Santa Fe today. Judges corpus proceeding Thursday be- Mechem and Cooley will be as- fore Judge Edward A. Mann.
William Letendri8, John Connor
signed and the districts changed and
William Link were dischargbegenerally
is
somewhat.
It
ed. These men were present in
lieved that Cooley will be as- the depot at Carrizozo on the
signed to this district. It is not night of June 12 when Isaac
t.hnnirht, r.haf. tlmre is anv nrnria- - Herrin, night watchman, shot
bility of headquarters being re - 'and .fata.llT injured Harry 0.
moved from Alamogordo. There, eth, alias William Harte. In
is no line on who will be named the preliminary hearing at Car
as clerk of the court for this dis- rizozo these men were bound
trict. This is a personal appoint- over to await the action of the
ment and to be made by the grand jury. The court found
judge assigned to this district. that the evidence introduced
Charles P. Downs is in Santa Ee. showed that the men were drunk
He has many friends there from and disorderly.
over the territory who will urge Mr.
and Mrs.' C. F. Bergiten are
his appointment.
over the arrival of a baby
Who Will

The Dance

Be?

Distance

and

Reduce the Grade.

The expense of securing the

Fort Bliss Military Band and
the Fort Stanton Base Ball

The county commissioners will
meet Monday for the purpose of
Jnly 8 is more than $300. The taking up the matter of building
other expenses of the celebra- a highway from Alamogordo to
tion, including cash prizes, Highrolls.
amounts to quite a sum. In
H. La Salle, who has just comorder to help defray the ex- pleted
a preliminary survey of
penses, the Social committee the proposed
route, is enthusiasof the Business Men's Club
over the proposition.
Mr..
will give a dance at Brounoff 's tic
has
The
News
La
supplied
Salle
evenPopular Theatre Friday
with the following data concerning. Tickets $1.
ing it:
Band
The Fort Bliss Military
The building of this road will
in full uniform will furnish shorten the distance between
music for the dance. The Alamogordo and Highrolls five
music alone will be worth the miles. The present distance is
price of admission.
16 miles. The grade will not
exceed 8 per cent, at any point
and is gradual all the way. The
Jewish Christening Ceremony. present road contains many almost impassable grades. The
The Jewish christening cere- proposed road passes through
mony was Sunday morning ob
Box and Dry canons.
served in Alamogordo for the
Mr. La Salle has had much exof
first time. At the residence
perience in tbe building of mountain
Mr. and Mrs. M. Brounoff, on highways b Colorado and he says that
Pennsylvania avenue, their in- the proposed Box canon road would surpass anything in Colorado for natural
christened Zellman. scenery.
fant
one enters Boi
From the
The rites were conducted by canon until Highrollstime
is reached, cavei,
Rabbi J. Polakoff, late of Chi- beautiful waterfalls, peculiar water
cago, now a resident of El Paso.
on page 8.)
After the ceremonies were concluded a delightful luncheon
Bore for Water.
was served. Among the guests
Judge J. W. Tompson tells
present were Drs. Gilbert, Mil
ler, Saltzgaber and Van Arsdel. The News that he has talked to
a number of farmers in this sec
tion who tell him that they will
Brought The Boys In.
contribute liberally towards a
Captain Shiftier, of the Alamo- fund for the purpose of sinking a
gordo guards, is determined that well to ascertain if there is artethe boys under his command sian water below us. The judge
$5,000
must be in line on regular drill estimates that it will cost
to sink a well deep enough to
nights or have good excuses for make the test, and he is of the
not being present. A number opinion that he can raise half the
of privates who had no excuse amount from the farmers. Judge
for being absent were brought Tompson will probably take the
in and made to drill Friday ev matter up with the Business
ening.
Men's Club.
team for the big celebration

I

son-wa-

CONTRACT

FOR HIGH

BUILDING

MRS. NEAL BUYS THE ALAMOGORDO

Captain

Proposed Mountain Road Will

Alamogórdo's Monster Celebration Saturday, July 3.

Shorten

Freeze.

remember.

in

A-

Van B. Manning, topographer
for tbe u nited htates Geological
Survey, had an experience on
he will long
Mr. Van

the

SCENIC HIGHWAY

Greatest Musical Organization
Geological Survey Men

5 CENTS

SCHOOL

TO BE LET JULY 10

Plans for the new High School
building have been completed
by O. D. Warnock. The building will be of brick, trimmings
in Alamogordo marble. It will
be two stories high.
The front entrance will be an
elaborate double arched afluir
opening into the auditorium
which will be 32 x 50 feet in size
with a seating capacity of 360.
The auditorium will be equipped
with a stage 7 x 20 feet with a
dressing room at either end.
At either side of the auditorium will be a class room 20 x 24
feet. The stairway leading to
the second floor will open into a
14 foot hall. On this floor will

be two class rooms each 24 x 30

feet and the superintendent's

private office.
Contracts for the erection of
the building will be let July 10.
Joe Jolly, Ed Kreamer, O. D.
Warnock and several J21 Paso
contractors are expected to submit bids.
The building will be erected
on the block just west of the
public school building on 10th
street and will cost in the neighborhood of $15,000. It will be
ready by the time school opens.
Mrs. J. H. McRae is visiting
relatives and friends in Mineral Wells
and Dallas, Texas. She expects to be
away for several weeks.

CHINAMEN WILL BE
RETURNED TO CHINA

ses-

boy.

Two Chinamen used by the
government as witnesses in the
smuggling cases again Heltzel,
Stephenson, Clark and others at
Chicago recently, were returned
to the Alamogordo jail Friday.
Uncle Sam decided that these
two ''Chinks" had been mixed
up in the smuggling business a
little too much for the good of
the country and ordered them
deported. They will remain in
jail here until the deportation
orders arrives from Washington
when they will be placed on a
vessel bound for China.

They said they were glad to
get back to the Alamogordo jail
as they were almost starved in
the Chicago prison. But they
do not relish the idea of going
back to China.
The Hopper Funeral.
A large crowd attended the
funeral of Mrs. 8. S. Hopper Saturday afternoon. The funeral
took place at the residence of
deceased and was conducted by
Rev. Murray. The Eastern Star,
of which. Mrs. Hopper was a
member, conducted the services
at the cemetery.

THE ALAMOGORDO

nation bros.

Publisher

ALAMOGORDO,
This

THE SELECTION AND

NEWS

NEW MEXICO

time a Dutch

baby

has cap

lured Holland.
Somp people move May
pay realty taxes.

1

Aboilt
MaiTiage

and others

OTHIXG

live.
A New York policeman

found a $150
pearl in an oyster sandwich. Grafting
!
again

The average city in Mexico has 168
holidays each year. What a pleasant
country it must be.
It Is disheartening to learn that
Mount Etna is making a smoke nuisance of itself again.
Britain is frightened lest American
slang should corrupt the mother
tongue. It surely Is a bloomin' shyme.
Those Wright brothers certainly
have even royalty acknowledging that
they are "it" and can deliver the
goods.

"The horse is stupid, nervous, erratsays a Nashville paper. Well,
perhaps these hats and things he sees
In the street have got on his nerves.
ic,"

Nearly ten feat of mow fell in Denver during the winter that has Just
ended.
Denver people will, of course,
claim that nothing is so delightful as
plenty of snow.
It Is said that women are already
tiring of the monstrous styles of spring
hats now the vogue. Even women
must sometimes bend before the force
of public opinion.
Aerial navigation may become a fad
In time, but until man is able to guide
his craft with more certainty of a successful landing, terra firma will appeal to most persons.
If the governments of the earth
could spare a little money to kill off
mosquitoes and other
insects a Dreadnought or two less
would not be noticed.
disease-breedin-

The man who takes oft his winter
flannels before the middle of May
doesn't help the doctors much. The
undertaker gets him before they have
even had a chance to look him over.
Now if airships were in general operation as they expect to be in a
year or so, these winds would be driving the mfrom their routes, and the
aerial news would be of much Inter-

est.

Automobile drivers, it appears, are
afraid of trolleys. It Is interesting and
encouraging to know that they are
afraid of anything. Perhaps in time
they will be afraid of the law sufficiently to obey it.
President Gomez advocates liberalizing the laws of Venezuela and encouraging the free entry of foreigners, particularly those who will be likely to
aid in the development of that section.
Perhaps this will give Castro a chance.
He may become naturalized abroad
and then get into Venezuela as a foreigner.

Nevada may come into renewed
prominence as a producer of precious
metals. During March two mining
camps in that state turned out $2,000,-00worth of gold, and quite a rush of
prospectors is started for that locality.
The fresh discoveries of gold may also
have the effect of further weaning
away the Nevadans from their excessive devotion to silver.
The most peculiar phase of the present hat situation is that the majority
of women who wear the unsightly
things cordially detest them, but plead
that there are no others for sale, and
that to wear last year's hat is to be
almost as freakish as to wear this
year's. Right here Is a chance for
women to demonstrate their ability to
take a part In the government let
them regulate the styles instead of
being regulated by them.
The best that can be said about the
American passion for ancestors is that
it provides á living for a number of
professional genealogists, and that it
Is, In Itself, comparatively harmless.
Every one is perhaps entitled to some
little form of vanity and
Ancestors cost no more than
poker, and the search for them unites
families in a common interest where
such vanities as drinking and gambling tend to separate them.
Examination of the premises occupied by a Los Angeles private bank,
lately closed for lack of funds, showed
that the supposed vault was a big door
without any opening behind it. The
door was of steel, with plate glass
knobs, shiny combination dials and
all the features of an imposing safe
protecting quantities of money. Just
how such a sham affair could be put
in without becoming a matter of comment 'Is hard to see. Or do workmen
set such doors often enough not to be
surprised by them?

TESTING OF SEED CORN

Mothers Should

Daughters

Into the FUId toefora Harvest Time and
Selecting the Choice Ears By Logan Owen.

Method of Going

By REV. M. C. PETERS

Americans must be prutectefi wherever they travel and wherever they

Mudar thai

"

"

than tnv
but mistaken mothers are making
in lrin-- inj up their daughters lining them for anything but
the
position! tliev are likelv to occupy.
i
m a
The Hot her slaves that the daughters may do nothing,
with tlie result that when young women have homes of their
own to manage they know positively nothing of the sciences
stiteh-olog- y
of
and mend-ologThe average woman is not only kept in ignorance of all
the details of household duties by which the beginning of
many a woman s married life is often made a series of blunders and the
result often not only mortifying and costly, but ludicrous.
One of the greatest defects in our social system is the aimless way in
which our girls are brought up.
Few are prepared in either body or mind for the lofty duties and
serious responsibilities which marriage implies, and marriage in consequence has been brought down to a low sensual plane.
Mothers, have your daughters get their hands into regular daily domestic duties, let idleness be forbidden them, and let everv woman be
crowned with the dignity of a useful life.
Even if a girl should never be required to do the work herself she
ought to know whether the work is done in a proper manner or not. The
s poor.
rich of
are often
roesus, whose name is a
synonym for great wealth, was himself taken captive, (tripped of all his
treasures and in his old age supported by the charity of Cyrus.
Unless parents can give their daughter a fortune when she marries
thev perpetuate a fraud upon the young man if by
her lack of domestic training they make her unfit for
the position of wife in the home of the young man
who has to make his way in the world.
May the day soon come when French will yield
to fritters, poetry to pies, when the most studious
will excel in stews, when more music teachers will play
upon pots and pans, the female president will rule
the roast and women be taught to be
instead of merely help-eatis more to be regretted

.

'

in the prvecnt da)- -

boil-olog- y,

v.

C

help-mee- ts

s.

Prize Winn Ing Ears.

Gambling

.

.

.

.

be made.
The selection of seed corn by the
farmer from his own crop Is generally
accomplished
in one of three ways:
First, by picking out the seed after
the corn has been cribbed; second, by

telecting the best ears while

gather-- :

ing, and third, by going into the field
before harvesting time and selecting
Of these
the most desirable ears.
three ways my experience has shown
the last to be the best, because a bet-- !
ter selection can be made when that
is the only aim in view and when the
entire plant, and not simply the car,
can be considered.
Whatever the
method, more seed than is really needed should be selected, in order that
a second "weeding out" of the poorest ears Just before planting may still
leave enough good seed.
On our farm we have tried still
another method for obtaining the best
seed corn namely, to grow it in a
special plot of ground.
We used the
following method: Take any number
of selected ears say 50, for example
and plant them in 50 separate
parallel rows, one ear to the row.
This makes it necessary for the plot
of ground to be at least 50 corn rows
wide, and it should be long enough for
s
the planting of about
of an
ear In each row.
If possible, this
ground should be as far removed from
other fields of corn as can be, to prevent outside pollination. To further
protect from foreign poilen we have
found it a good plan to take the re
maining one-thirof the selected corn
and use It to plant a border around
the breeding plot. Before the pollen
matures eve'y alternate row is detas-seled- ,
to prevent self or close pollina- -

-

one-thir-

mus
mm f

Total.

well covered. In the spring, before
nlantfns? time everv ear should be
tested, especially when there is any
doubt as to Its vitality. We have a box
fixed for this purpose; It is four feet
long by three feet wide by six Inches
deep. We have bored holes through
the sides two Inches from the bottom
and 24 Inches apart; through these
holes we have stretched fine wire,
both lengthways and crossways, thus
squares.
dividing the box Into
At one end these rovy. of squares are
numbered; along one side the squares
In each row are numbered.
When
ready to test the corn, we get enough
moist, rich dirt to fill the box up even
with the wire; next we number the
ears to be tested. For example, the
first ear is marked ear one, row one;
the next, ear two, row one. When we
have enough for the first row, the
first ear in the second row Is marked
ear one row two and sn nn When
the ears are all numbered, take four
or five grains from different parts of
each ear and plant them in the square
with the corresponding number. In
this box we can test about 275 ears at
one tim. Of course, the box can be
larger or smaller, as the case may de
mana.

sped corn from nlaces
Tn nhtntnine
at a distance it is always best to secure It in the ear, because in this
form It can be picked over, juagea
and all ears that are not suited for
planting may be thrown aside, while
li it is sneuea no sucu seiecwuu cou

I take it that no effective denial can be
entered against the assertion that many of
the superb buildings which are massed in
the Wall street district of New York are
largely devoted to housing concerns which
draw their revenue from the speculative
,.
1 Ins same public partially
public.
paid
,
i
is
f
!,;.
to
"oi eicviiuu. n
ii continues
the funds which make
prontame.
The reader will be appalled by the
By FREDERICK U. ADAHS
facts 1 am about to submit.
It is not alleged that what is known
as the Wall street district is entirely devoted to the purposes of speculation.
It includes hundreds, and possibly
thousands, of firms which have no direct concern
with the various exchanges; but it is possible to arrive at a reasonably close
approximation to
the total paid by those who defray the cost of the Wall
street game.
The tax books of Xew York city show that the Wall
street district
is assessed at a figure between $300,000,000 and
$300,000,000, the exact
amount being dependent on what may properly be included
in the term
"Wall street district.-- ' Within the most reasonable
boundaries for this
district must be included property worth at least the
former figure- and
it may be assumed that the real selling value is at
least 20 per cent, in
excess of that assessed against the owners.
It is
to assert that
d
of this capitalization
is employed in catering to speculative enterprises
and employments
This
constitutes an item of $75.000,000 for Xew York city aloné,
and the nation will swell this to $100,000,000 and more.
We have taken no account of the cost of the
fixtures in the thousands
of offices in these buildings.: neither has mention been
made of many other
items which properly belong in this calculation. The total
amount of fixed
capital invested in the speculative game in the United States
is approxi-matel- y
indicated in the following table:
Invested in exchange buildings
$ 25 000 000
Value of membership tickets
lOoWoOO
Two Best Ears.
Invested m office buildings
100,000 000 tion;
any
also
stalks in the rest of the
Futures and incidentals
25,000,000 rows that are imperfect to a marked
degree in any way should be
.

Cash
Capital of
Stock

We Give It Up.
the
t woman Who
nrit

ire

cooking

sauerkraut

Uftjvmr

A too

I

ioa CkW

Hm Passion for Langusas
FHedrioh ThelJ. a peasant of
In Ssaony,
nos leisure hours
been devoted to the tudy of ;
,k
Labn. Hebrew, Srnskrlt. Arabic' am'
Gaelic, is 75 years old. He Is
aing to study the English language
Thell Is In correspondence with
of the leading philologists of the inm
iay.

Ra.

la

Tt

y.

to-d-

UMMWnt of
mym,w , nm

"

i

bako-olog-

tM

Inventor Profited Little.
muiA 4J
i
"
inventor of
soldáis secret for trifle to a
man, who disposed of It for IJOOOO
to a third person, who made million,
out of It

kiml-heart- nl

detas-seled-

250,000,000

All the seemingly good ears from
good stalks, in good position on
the
stalk, should be gathered from the
"It is the factory and shop and office
rows. Out of all these ears
first pick out the best oneB for
worker and not the college-bre- d
next
girl who year's
breeding plot. Prom that remakes the ideal wife, ' said Miss Mary E.
maining the best ears can be selected
Wooley, president of the Mount
Holyoke for next season's seed corn for fhQ
main crop.
Loncge lor iiiris, the other day.
In regard to the type of ear
Miss Wooley argued that the sir who
to select for seed the following points are
works for a living is more sincere in her essential: The
main object in view is
the production of as large a
love for a home than the college girl,
quantity
and
she declared that the former is, of the' two of grain to the ear as possible; the
ear should be cylindrical in shape
the more anxious to marry.
about ten Inches In length and VA
By NIX0LA CBEEIEY-SM1TI do not see how Miss Wooley arrived Inches In circumference. Both ends
be well filled out with large
at the second half of her conclusion. For should
kernels. The rows of kernels as well
since marriage constitutes the onlv bnoi. as the kernels themselves,
should be
closely pressed
ness the woman who does not work for
a the ear will together, in order that
be
compact
and solid
living may engage in honorably, she must naturally be less difficult to
Each ear can be readily tested
for

What Is
Really
An Ideal
Wife

please than the working woman.
weight by weighing the entire
ear
It seems to me impossible to generalize concerning the superiority first and then the shelled corn obThere is still some question, howtained
It.
from
The grain should conever, as to whether the present mili- as wives of one class of women over another. Unquestionably the woman
stitute from 85 to 90 per cent of the
tary activity in Nicaragua will have who has worked for money and who has had to strike a
whole ear. The kernels should
weekly
bebalance
be as
any appreciable effect on the kind of
nearly
permanent peace we have always had tween a fixed income and fixed expenses makes a more practical and per- Insure auniform in size as possible, to
good,
even stand; tbey should
haps a more considerate wife than the more sheltered, and dependent girl
In Central America.
be wedged shaped.
who has lived at home.
The vitality of the corn should alIt seems that in baking beans
She has greater responsibility, and for the man who is seeking for ways ways be tested. Improper dryton turns 16,000,000 quarts Into 32,000,-00ing
and storing away of seed
But not all mm
quarts, and the finished pioduct is these qualities she would be the better helpmate.
very often lowers the vitality of corn
the
still admirably filling. The genius practical wives. Not all men even want sensible wives. Often the most seed, but If it Is thoroughly
cured and
that 'can make two quarts of beans ;lly, frivolous little creature of our acquaintance makes
kept dry no injury is likely to take
her
husband
materialize where there was but one
place. We have found tt
...i.
quart has mastered a great point in happy by her very silliness and frivolity. A man Joves a woman not for factory method to string
the com and
h points of similarity to him, but her points of difference.
dietary science and political economj
v
up in me Darn, provided It is
i

.

,

Who

MAKING MONEY
RAISING SKUNKS
How the Animals Are Bred and
Wnjr their Breeding Profitable.
Skunk farmiis is becoming an important Industry in some parts of the
United States, and yet the man who
suggested it was regarded as mentally
unsound.
there are hundreds
of such farms on a paying basis.
The average skunk produces a
quart of oil and the fur or skin always
brings a good price, fashion regulating the value. At the present time
the skins which are the most valuable
are the darker ones. A pure black
skin is worth from $1.25 to $2.50, according to the quality and size; a
striped skunk skin brings in the market about 50 or 60 cents, while those
with a part stripe are worth in the
neighborhood of a dollar.
It has been figured out that a man
who understands skunk farming can
begin on 20 skunks, 15 females and
five males, and in a few years he can
have a healthy bank account. It is
not difficult to calculate how rapidly
these 20 skunks will increase in number. Say you begin work early in the
fall and that in December they breed.
At once you have an increase of 120
skunks, putting the average of each
litter at eight. In June they breed
again, and if the Bame ratio of Increase be kept up, at the expiration
of a year and a half you will have
7,495 skunks.
Put the pelts at one dollar each, the
pelts of 200 male skunks would bring
200; the oil at 50 cents an ounce
would be worth $500.
Then figuring
as was done on the ir,r.,,.
skunks, at the expiration of a year
and a half you could kill 3,700 male
skunks, the pelts of which
k
worth that many dollars.
The amount of oil gathered from
this number would be 29,600 ounces
worth Just $14,800. At the expiration
of four years you would have
killed
1,890,000 males, the pelts of
which
would be worth $1,890,000, and
the oil
15.120,000 ounces,
worth $7,560 Ooo'
And you would still have 3,700
000
skunks left!
It is not surprising that skunk
farming is being taken up throughout
the country, and if it was possible to
deodorize the skunk the Industry
would be even more popular.
To-da-

Dry- Potatoes

for Pnnrl
www.
nvLurgiDK
to the Magdeburglsche Zeltung,
Consul
"unan says that the recent
experiments in the drying of potatoes
under the auspices of the imperial interior department has had such good
results that a new and important
field
of activity may- be onWd
v - me German farmers. '
The potatoes are reduced by
this
process to about odhiiux..
original weight and can be ken.
t.
good condition in this
compressed
form for an indefinito
.
ui iime.
The military authorities.vnfiLu
have m.d- tnorough experiments with this prod-uct
and have beenmo
A

Too Many "Rights" for Criminal!.
In the fight that never endá between the crimiaol and aocletv
nior9
and more advantage Is given to the
former. He Is handled tenderly Hit
rights sre large, and they are respected even if honest mens right,
suffer. Sane of bis privileges nijjat
be withdrawn with no loss to any
one meriting much consideration -London Times.
The Advantage.
John Bright used to tell how a
who was cutting his hair
saád to him. "You 'ave a larir
Bir; it is a good thing to 'ave a large
ead, for a large 'ead means
hL
brain, and a large brain Is the mast
useiui uug a man can 'ave, as it nourishes the roots of the "air"
Heart Review.
bar-o-

Awful Confession.
"Mother," said the repentant "r
a dreadful thing to confess to von
Last night, wfoen you told me fn h.
down in bed. I lied down, but after
you turned out the gas I grounded my
teeth at you In the dark."
Good Manners.
The instict of
of gentleness, of consideration
and
and quick sympathy, which
go to make up what we call rood
breeding; tflie absence of noise and
(hurry, and thousand and one little
ways by which w can please people,
or avoid displeasing them are all
tiught us by our own hearts. Good
manners are the fine flowers of cultivation, and everybody can have them.

We Touch One Another on All Sides.
No individual can be happy unless
the circumstances o f those around
him to be adjusted as to conspire
with his interest. For, in human society, no (happiness or misery stands
unconnected and independent. Our
fortunes are Interwoven by threads innumerable. We touch one another on
nil sides. On
man's misfortune or
success, his wisdom or his follv. oft.
en by Its consequences
reaches
through multitudes. BJair.
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FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

f-

i.v

A certain

edy for Rheumatism, Bright 's Disease,
Consumption and all Coughs, La Grippe
and Croup.
Cures all Lung and Bronchial Diseases. The greatest restorative agent known. Makes pale, weai,
mm people nealthy, fat and stronj.
Ask us about it Write or call. Kills
the Cough, that is certain.
The Stramoline Co.
3 N. Harvey St. Oklahoma City. Okla
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E BINO the praise

Is so thought ful.

Mnry In a Jewel.
In their sift, at birthdays.
each
Used the golden rule.

And the smoker's table?
Useful? I should, say.
As a little sewing-stanIt has come to stay.

.

Foreign Beverages.
is a drink made in Turkey,
from barley. Probably the Americans
who want an excuse for the slang expression "booze," will like to lay the
blame on the "Unspeakable Turk."
Quash Is a Russian beverage made
of hot water poured on rye bread until it ferments. 115 la cheaper than
vodka.
Schnapps a Dutch drink made In
Schiedam. It Is a strong gin distilled
from turpentine. It is not at all like
beer, nor so widely consumed.
Pulque is a distillation of the juice
of the agave, a species of cactus.
It
Is the favorite beverage of the Mexicans, and is made by mixing the juice
with water and sugar, when it Is allowed to ferment.
Bar Maids In England. It Is curious
lo note that these are selected apparently with a view to having them
as young as possible. Members of the
crusade against saloons In London disclosed the fact that about 90 per cent
of the bar maids in London were under 25 years old. And more than 6,000
girls between the ages of 15 and 20
are employed In that one city alone.
Booza

The first Is an elegant dress In dragon-flblue cashmere. The long,
slightly trained skirt is trimmed near the foot by two deep tucks and a deep
appearance
give
which
the
hem,
of an additional tuck. The bodice has two
wide folds on each shoulder; the inner one Is trimmed at the edge by buttons,

outer one rests slightly over the sleeve, which is composed, as far as the
elbow, of narrow material folds, piped with velvet; a strip of embroidered
galloon is sewn down the middle, finished by a silk ornament; the remainder
of the sleeve Is of tucked material.
Piece lace Is used for the yeke, with a
waistcoat of blue velvet below It; a bow of velvet is worn at the neck.
Material required: Eight yards cashmere 48 inches wide, one yard velvet,
f
yard galloon, two ornaments,
yard piece lace, 1 dozen
buttons.
e
The second is an equally pretty style in
brown chlffon-facecloth. The long skirt has wrapped seams, which are trimmed with buttons
at the foot. One fold Is made over the shoulder, resting slightly over the
sleeve; the openings are just stitched round and trimmed In parts by buttons;
is trimmed in the same way. Spotted net to match is used
the
for the under Blip; it is tucked across the front as far the bust, and all the
way down the back, also for the
Materials required: Seven yards cloth 48 Inches wide, two yards net, about
one gross of buttons.
11,

e

three-eighth- s

one-hal-

oak-appl-

d

over-sleev- e

under-sleeve-

THE THING EXPECTED.
THE CANDLE BACK IN FAVOR.

HANDSOME FROCKS FOR BABY.

Artistic Holders Employed for the
of a Past
Generation.

Designers of Talent Have Put Forth
Their Best Efforts for Little One's
Adornment.

The woman whose aim Is to reveal
a touch of the artist In her home just
at present is interested in the
candlestick. It is a revival
as happy in Its way as that of the return to favor of Sheffield or pewter-ware- .
The candle held Its own against
the oil lamp, but lost its popularity
when gas came In, and It was practically outlawed when electricity came
Into general use. Now, however, many
women of society are using candles extensively. One society leader, in fact,
has gone to the extreme of having
electric fixtures removed from several
rooms, relying entirely upon candles
for lighting. These candles she displays in antique candlesticks of beaten
brass. Tall Russian candlesticks now
are seen on many library tables and
tall silver colonial sticks are on many
dressing tables. New candlesticks are
shown in pottery and wrought Iron,
but antiques are first In favor. The
prices of old brass candlesticks have
advanced greatly In the last few weeks
and few now are to be found in the
antique shops.

A little empire frock for the baby is
one of the season's new wrinkles. It

EASILY MADE PINAFORE.

NANCY OLDFIPLD
always says
And does the thing expected.
She sees a sunset, and
she says:
"A sketch would be re
jected
It it were half as vivid;
not
An artist but would
shrink.
From painting clouds so
fiery red,
As Nature don't you

IBS

has the tiniest, shortest yoke, cut
square and outlined with a band of
beading run with blue ribbon.
The full little skirt is gathered to
the yoke and finished with a deep
hem, feather stitched. Above the hem
is a band of Valenciennes insertion
with three tiny tucks above and below it.
The sleeves are merely little puffs
gathered into Reading run with ribbon tied in a rakish bow and finished
with a lace frill. Tiny pearl buttons
fasten the frock at the back.
Another equally attractive little
frock is cut with a front and back
panel and sleeves in one piece. The
panels run from the neck to the hem
of frock and are outlined with fine
and have scattered
tiny blossoms and French knots
worked In white mercerized embroidery thread over the entire surface.
The neck and sleeves are finished
with lace insertion and frills of edging
and the skirt is gathered at the sides.
feather-stitchin-

1

think?"

She says she "cannot do
a thing
With

hair."

And once the climax seemed In sight.
When, showing dimples rare.
She gave me that old story (did
This
Miss Nancy),
Of how she "loathed plain cooking, but
Liked making dishes fancy."
he goes not In for suffrage,
But, In her soft, round face.
There comes a smile seraphic,
"Home is the woman's place."
In short, this maiden always does
And says the things expected:
That's why I marveled much when
My proposal she rejected!

"From Minute to Minute."
Not only "from day to day," but
from "minute to minute" is the advice
of a certain woman (a very busy city
woman), which accounts for the vast
Smart Touch for a Handbag.
amount of work she is able to accomA New York woman recently discovplish. She is a housekeeper, a music
ered a use for a heavy gold link watch-chaiteacher and writer, besides finding
(of the style long ago discarded)
time for club work and her children's
belonging to her husband. She had a amusements.
handbag, with a
small,
"I never could do it if I looked one
leather strap. The latter having beminute ahead," she said. "I should be
come rusty from constant friction with
swamped. I am on my way to the
the hand, she removed the strap, rivdentist now."
eted the gold chain on with gas pliers
"And 'after that?" I asked;
and, behold! an added smart touch
She smiled. "Let me see; yes. If I
without expense or recourse to a jew
stop to think, I have lunch for the
eler. Since the passing of this style of children; lessons all the afternoon.
chain those who own ornaments of the and then dinner to prepare. This
kind find them something of a probevening I have a class In musical
lem. The splendid workmanship often
history, and but don't make me think
makes the smelter's office seem a sac- so far ahead. I am to catch this car
rifice, and to convert them into brace
for the dentist's now, and that is
lets at a jeweler's is costly. Here for enough to put my mind on for the
present" and she ran gayly off.
moré than one of us is a really practi
The concentration of effort on the
cal suggestion requiring no outside as
thing in hand is the only secret of
sistance.
accomplishment. Granted, of course,
Variety in Sleeves.
ability, and some planning, the next
Sleeves are fuller, especially from requisite is strict attention to the
the elbow to the wrist, and with the thing in hand. The duties piling up
r
lighter dresses a long
before you are not seen; calm concensleeve is much in vogue, though the tration on the Immediate task makes
long sleeve over the hand is as much the day roll out like a clear scroll,
seen as ever. The wise woman makes and vision is clear and duties light.
U a question of individual judgment
Aids to Fricassee.
For instance, a frou froulng muslin
The Indispensable "aids" to a good
garden party frock seems to always
look smarter with the shorter type of fricassee, or stew, especially If it be
sleeve, whereas nothing looks worse a fowl, are the following: For one
that fowl, one quart boiling water, three
than the sleeve of a tailor-madsprays of parsley, a bay leaf, a stick
displays an expanse of bare arm.
or two of celery, two slices onion, a
Brushing Hair It Essential.
carrot, and seasoning of salt and pepper to taste. Olven these, slowly
A woman who wears her hat
days of cooked, and you have a delicious dish
urn one must during;
many social engagements, must brush which may be served wlthnhe followher hair carefully at night unless she ing sauce If it is to be eaten on any
wishes it to bri seriously affected. extra occasion. Cook together two
Combing will not bring back the turn ounces each, butter and flour, without
of the hair near the scalp, to the angle allowing It to brown. Add slowly a
at which it should grow, but brushing pint of the liquor, and boll ten minwill overcome the difficulty. The brush utes. Add the yolk of an egg beatmupt be held to make the hair go up, en with a spoonful of cream and a
and when the latter is released there squeese of lemon juice. When hot,
will be a fluffiness and lightness not to pour over the chicken, and serve at
be secured otherwise.

of old

books.
Of old friends, tried and
SSSSj

to the mellow, it- pened wine.
We tender homage too.

And

Henry Sought a Morris
chair.
Wide, and broad and
deep.
"Bee. dear, what I got
for you!
How it beckons sleep'."

Now, her husband never smokes.
Little Mary cares.
In her Morris chair he rests,
(She Ukes rocking-chairs- ).

REMEDY FREE
Many people who are otherwise
healthy suffer from Indigestion, or
yapepsia.
When you consider that
the stomach and allied digestive organs are the most important organs
it the body, it would seem that a dis- .
order there is to be taken very
se.i-uly-

OLD SHOES.

A FAIR EXCHANGE.

"I like rockers best, dear,"
Mary deprecated,
"But a smoker's table,
you
Always appreciated."

AN INDIGESTION

"Old books, old wine, old
friends" and yet.
Another theme I choose,
I drink a toast, friends,
nil a cup.
To one thing more old
hoes!
Ah, Is there any torture
like
New shoes, on tired
feet?
How often, footsore, have we gone
up the street?
How oft, on coming
Worn out, a prey
We sink, exhausted,
"Quick: bring me

home at night.
to blues,
in a chair
my old shoes!"

We slip them on ah, blest relief.
Who could the toast refuse?
There is no comfort In the world.
Like that old pair of shoes.

Timely Tips.
For the kltcben woodwork never
use soap. This sems to add to the
necessities for washing. Bran water
Is excellent to apply to the
paint.
Prepare It in the proportion of a
pound of bran to a gallon of water.
A pint of granulated sugar is equal
to one pound; a quart of sifted flour
makes a pound; a pint of butter, a
pound, and a cup of butter or sugar,
half a pound.
A pint of chopped meat is equal to
one pound, and a cupful of bread
crumbs, two ounces.
For green coloring for cakes, candies, etc., the extract of the pistachio
nut is excellent and harmless. If this
be found too expensive, extract of
spinach is almost as good, though It
lacks the flavor.
'

Dyspeptics cannot eat the things
they like; food sours in the stomach,
then chronic constipation begins, or,
as Is eften the case, you have been
constipated all along, and the stools
are forced and irregular.
But there is no use letting indigestion
go until it becomes chrunlc and undermines your health. It is good advice to
suggest to you that you go to your drug-eland get a bottle of Dr. Caldwell's
.t

Syrup Pepsin, the wonderful cure for
stomach, liver and bowel troubles. Thut
Is what C. fowler, of Carson City, Mich.,
Others who did
did and he Is well
the same and are cured are Ida A. Fortune, of Grand Juni tíon. Tenn.. B. F.
Thompson, of Shcnundoan. Ia., who actually considers that it saved his life.
or $1 bottle of
You can obtain a
the druggist, and. taken according to directions, It will probably be all you need.
never gripes,
It Is a liquid, acts gently,effect,
contains
and besides the laxative
exceptional tonic properties which tone
the stomach, anfl that is what is especially needed In indigestion.
All sufferers from Indigestion who have
never used Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
can obtain a free test bottle by writing
the doctor. It will be sent direct to your
home without any charge. In this way
thousands have proven to their own satisfaction Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is
the very remedy they needed to cure indigestion. When once you use this grand
remedy you will throw violent cathartics,
tablets, salts, etc., away.
If there Is anything about
your aliment that you don't
understand, or If you want
any medical advice, write
to the doctor, and he will
answer you fully. There is
no charge for this service.
The address Is Dr. W. B.
Caldwell. 201 Caldwell bldg.,
MonUcello, 111.

S

As the Boy Saw the Lesson.
Prof. Charles Zeublin of the University of Chicago was discussing at a
dinner the greatest paintings of the
world.

three-quarte-

This Is an easily made pinafore, suitable to be copied in washing silk or
nainsook.
The square band or yoke
t the neck is of embroidery;
Insertion might be used and sharply mitred
at the corners to bring it to shape:
the material Is gathered to this and is
hemmed at the foot; a frill of material
edged with embroidery finishes the
arrullóles.

Materials required:
One yard 36
inches wide,
s
yard insertion,
yard embroidery.
three-quarter-

three-quarte-

Keeping the Mouth Sweet.
;
The mouth should be rinsed at least
lOnce a day with an antiseptic wash
The habit Is a germ preventive and
'Mips keep the breath sweet.

e

Laundry work at borne would be
much more satisfactory if the right
Starch were used. In order to get the
Jesired stiffness, it is usually necessary to use so much starch that the
beauty and fineness of the fabric is
hidden behind a paste of varying
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wearing quality of the goods. This trouble can be entirely overcome by using
Defiance Starch, as it can be applied
much more thinly because of its greater strength than other makes.
Good to Remember.
Physical defects can be turned Into
Incentives to success instead of drawbacks, what we look upon as handicaps in the end may prove spurs to enable us to reach the goal of desire, if
we know but bow to use them. We
make our own bapplnes, we carve our
ewn success. Exchange.

For a Round Sum.
"How did Smith get on with that
new apartment house he built?"
"It Is a flat failure."
DO YOUR CLOTHES LOOK YELLOW!
If so, use Red Cross Ball Blue. It will make
package 5 cents.
them white as snow. 2

0.

"The legends that are beautiful and
How to catch flsh Is a study. How
Immortal," he said, "have in them to He about it comes natural.
turths that we all, according to our
Smokers find Lewis' Single Binder 5c
kind, take home. This is true in.
cigar better quality than most 10c cigars.
likeness of immortal works of art
pictures, poems, songs. For different
A girl never likes to admit she was
people they have different messages,
For instance, in my native Pendleton kissed unless she wasn't.
some of the mothers used to cut the
They did it with
children's hair.
Bridget's Beatitudes.
shears and a bowl. The operatic;
Blessed are the green vegetables' was
painful, and the result wax
which are kept in a cool, dry place. A neveroften
elegant.
liberal use of fresh lime keeps out
"In Sunday school a Pendleton
the dampness.
teacher once told her pupils the tragBlessed are the wax papers found in ic story of Samson and Deliah. Thei
the cracker and cake boxes. They she turned to a little boy:
serve many purposes; to wrap sand" 'What do you learn, Joe,' she said,
wiches in for picnics, and to' rub over 'from the Samson story?'
the iron in place of beeswax.
" 'It don't never pay,' piped Joe, 'to
Blessed is the blueing put in the wa- have a woman cut a feller's hair.'
ter in which the clothes are boiled. It Cincinnati Enquirer.
is as Important and helpful as the blue
in the rinsing.
Household Hint.
"Do you know how to use a chafing
Blessed is the kitchen table which
is provided with a "flap" at one side dish?"
(or both), which can be let down when
"Yes," answered Mr. SIrlus Barker.
extra space is not needed.
"I have some novel Ideas on the subBlessed is the coarse salt sprinkled ject."
"What are they?"
about the drains. It is an excellent
"The best way I know of to use a
disinfectant.
chafing dish Is to punch a hole In I
Positively cored by
4k.
the bottom of It, paint It green and
these Little Pills.
THE LOCK OF HAIR.
plant flowers in it." Washington
They also relieve DisStar.
tress from Dyspepsia, In- IED with a faded skein of
iTTLE
silk and wrapt ta
Iron Ore Fields In Finland.
I
K R I Eating. A perfect rem- parchment old.
S V
fm. ni,rinau Van.
Though Finland has been regarded
That gives a musty frasea. Drowsiness, Bad
grance forth like runp to the present time as being exTaste In the Month, Coatbrics, half unrolled,
tremely poor In iron ores, recent reed Tongue, Pata ta the
Side, TORPID LIVER.
A lock of hair; from what search has proved tbe existence of ore They
Purely Vegetable.
Bowels.
regulate
the
fair head? Of baby? fields In South Finland (Nyland), and
Sweetheart? Wife?
above all In the Ladoga lake district
SMALL PILL. SHALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.'
Remembered, thou art Ufa which seem to be worth tbe expense
In death; forgotten,
Genuine Must Bear
of mining. For research purposes a
death in Ufe.
CARTERS
company has been formed.
Signature

SICK HEADACHE
aa--n-

Fac-Simi-

relics of a
day, a glove, a faded
leaf.
Time travesties our joys,
and makes a mockery
of grief.
Oh,

Yet I will keep thee, treasure-trov- e,
sacred, whate'er thou be;
Thy secret keep; thou art the pledge ef
some heart's constancy.

Succinct.
Justice O'Halloran Have yon any
Children, Mrs. Kelly?
Mrs. Kelly I hov two living an'
waa married! Judy.
OVER THE FENCE
Neighbor Says Something.

The front yard fence Is a famous
pleasant days. Maybe
Time was when the orange and h
to chat with some one along the street,
nana were looked upon askance
or for friendly gossip with next door
strange, foreign fruits, and distinctly neighbor. Sometimes
it Is only small
regarded as luxuries. But now It Is talk but other times neighbor has
difficult to Imagine a grocer or deli- something really good to offer.
catessen shop without their cheerful
An old resident of Baird, Texas, got
presence. People on the sunny side of some mighty
good advice this way
40 can still remember when bananas
once.
were a dime apiece, and a wonderful
He says:
treat which now we take quite as a
"Drinking coffee left me nearly dead
matter of course.
with dyspepsia, kidney disease and
And even so, this foreign
grape Dowel trouble, with constant pains in
fruit, while of comparatively recent in- my stomach, back and side, and so
troduction, Is rapidly gaining in popu- weak I could scarcely walk.
larity. It is variously known as the
'One day I was chatting with one of
"sbadduck" the "forbidden fruit," or my neighbors about my trouble and
the "pomeloe," but grape-frui- t
It Is told her I believed coffee hurt me.
now generally called. It is, really, Neighbor said she knew lots of people
nothing more than a large,
to whom coffee was poison and she
pale yellow, sour orange. But pleaded with me to quit it and give
Is
strongly
propit credited with
tonic
Postum a trial. I did not take her
erties, and the faint, bitter taste Is advice right away but tried a change
presence
said to be caused by the
of of climate, which did not do me any
certain salts possessing all the bene- good. Then I dropped coffee and took
ficial effects of quinine. It varies in up Postum.
size from those no larger than
an
"My improvement began Immediateovergrown orange, to specimens as ly
and I got better every day I used
large as a small melon. Much of our
Postum.
grape fruit comes from Jamaica. There
"My
became regular in two
are many opinions as to the proper weeks, bowels
my pains were gone. Now I
mode of eating it. The best way Is to am wellall
and strong and can eat anyprepare it before sending it to table
thing I want to without distress. All
by cutting the fruit in half, crosswise,
of this is due to my having quit cofand removing the bitter pith. Then
to the use of Postum reguloosen the sections with a sharp knife, fee, and
larly.
and fill the cavity in the center with
"My son who was troubled with indisugar. Some like the addition of rum
or claret The sugar should not be gestion thought that if Postum helped
added until it is ready to be eaten, me so, it might help him. It did, too,
as the Juice is otherwise drawn out and he is now well and strong again.
"We like Postum as well as we ever
and the pnlp made tough. For extra
style in serving, cherries may be scat, liked the coffee and use It altogether
tered through the pulp, or the cavity In my family in place of coffee and-alkeep well." "There's a Reason." Read
filled with ice of any desired flavor.
The Road to Wellvllle," In Pkgs.
Over read the above letter T A new
eae appears (rasa lime ta time. They
ara ceanlae, Una, aad fall of asnas
Grape-Frui- t.

TlVER
REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

320 Acres "YHS"

n

IN WESTERN CANADA

n

d

Women's Clubs Combat Oread Disease.
Tbe organization of tbe women's
anti tuberculosis campaign was definitely begun In 8t Paul In I MM, at the
tlsce of the biennial meeting of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs,
when that body sanctioned a resolution "to make the prevention and cure
of tuberculosis a subject of study,"
and made Mrs. Rufus P. Williams of
Cambridge, Mass . chairman of the
new department, called the health department of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs. For the purpose of
extending the campaign into the many
cities and towns of the country, the
central committee makes every local
and state club under Its Jurisdiction
responsible for tbe work In Its own
community.

rouncil place on

l

WILL MAKE YOU RICH

bushels pet
acre have been
grown.
General

Fifty

average greaterthan
in any other part of

the continent. Under
new regulations it ia
possible to secure a homestead of 160 acres
free, and additional 100 acres at $3 per acre.
"The development bfthe country has made
marvelous strides. It is a revelation, a record of conquest by settlement that is remark-able- ."
Extract from correspondence of a National
Editor, tuno vtstttd Canada In August last.

The grain crop of 1908 will net many
Burners $20.00 to $25.00 per acre. Grain-raising- !,
mixed fanning and dairying are
the principal industries.
Climate ia excellent; social conditions the best; railway
unequslIed;schools, churches and
markets dose at hand. Land may also be
purchased from railway and land companies.
Por "Last Best West" pamphlets, maps and
information as to how to secure lowest railway rates, apply to Superintendent of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or the authorised
Canadian Government Agent:
rkvLHW. Riant

I . S. ClaVFOB,
Sua.
Is.su

DAISY FLY KILLER

City. Mima

placed .vnyher
attract and klllf
sail

filena.

Neat.

ciea.t..on
convente
uaav
luuawaataa.
not a p 1 or tip
rill DUtsWU
orlnjureanyUitna.
intcea
Xta.
ISOsV

t al tatfc.
aafclya, mivas.
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BILLIARD TABLES
POOL TABLES

LOWEST PRICES.
EASY PAYMENTS.
You cannot afford to experiment with
untried goods sold by com mission
agents. Catalogues free.
The Brunswick - Balke - Coiiertoer Company
W-U- S
Dtuwan It. MJ.K ANS AS CITV. MO,

a

m

DjnoovamTt

Steal

oak relief and cures worst csiea.

It

MiMionarj

$
S

1

n...w!- uuiiuuii

iuif!

II

Huiimym

1

CrTLrIK

o

II

US'

áiSiyl

is complete and of good
OUR Shoe Stock
Tnfnnta snft anla avn

Sandals in white, tan, black, in fact all the
popular colors, from 26c to 50c a pair for
B5 tne oest graae. kiüüuueD PRICES.
We
are giving bargains in Children's Sandals
and Oxfords, and have a fine selection.
Fine Line of Ladies1 and Men's Oxfords and Shoes. Stylish, good
fitting, good wearing, and at reasonable prices.
Full Stock Suspenders, Ties, Shirts and Hats.

tra
'xh

rf

mum

i

i.'
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m
V

toymak-er-

Ally Sloper.
Hut Against

the Grain.

"What did Plunger say when yon accused him of being In that wheat
deal?"
"He tried to deny it, but I made him
acknowledge
the corn." Minneapolis
Journal.

for Girls and Boys
m

All Broke.
wonder why the poets always
speak of the breaking waves?"
"I guess they must have spent a few
weeks at a seaside resort." Brooklyn
"I

Ufe.

ALAMOGORDO
BROS.,

NEWS

Church; Notices

Proprietors.

Register-Tribune-

county news, this issue of The
News contains an interesting
batch of gossip from the Nation's
capital. Two columns of laity
editorials of unusual interest
will be found on the second page
as will also a column of pithy

paragraphs.
Page three is for the women
readers. "The Kitchen Cabinet"' is especially interesting.
"Les Apaches of Paris," on
page 6, is the most interesting
of the short stories yet published
in The News.
To be frank, we are compelled
to say that we are proud of this
issue. We shall do our best to

make each succeeding issue betIf you like our paper assist
us to make it better by inducing
your neighbor to subscribe.

ter.

Wouldn't Have
Taken Chances.

''Gerald
a

non-chur-

is

poet."

quite

Why
tell

"A poet!

didn't you
me before.'

's

Sunday school at !):15 a m.
The Tribune is a new paper at
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:45
Amistad, N. M. It is an eight
page, five column paper and is p. m.
Senior League at 8 p. m. Jun
as neat as a pin. It is chuck
full of advertising and looks ke ior League at 4. m.
a winner.
A cordial invitation is extend
ed to all.
W. V. Tker, Pastor
Alamogordo people who
seeing Saturday's
ball game had better buy tickets Grace Methodist Episcopal Church
early. The capacity of the grand
Sunday School at 10 o'clock,
stand is limited.
Preaching at 11 a. in. and 7 :!10
p.
m.
Roswell has started in to
All strangers and
ganize a company of
Got the fever.
members are cordially invited.
John H. Mi rkav, Pastor.
Dern a sane Fourth. Let's
make it as insane as possible.
St, Johns Episcopal Church.
Sunday school JO a. m.
Every day is dog day in Ala- T
mogordo.
2U, there
commencing June
will be no morning services un
Gee! But, we hope it wont
til further notice. Services w
rain Saturday.
be held at 8 p. m. Every bydy
cordially
welcomed.
Good Boosters.
Mr. H. C. Lansing in charge
The Albuquerque Moriiing
Journal, The El Paso Morning
Presbyterian Church.
Times and the El Paso Herald
have devoted several columns of
Sunday school 10 a. in.
space to the celebration to be
Preaching at 11 a. in. and7:3o
held in Alamogordo July 3.
The W. C. T. Ü. will hold it
Space in these newspapers is val- regular meeting Tuesday
at
uable and the kindness shown o'clock p. m., at the
Presbyter
by them towards our celebration
ian church.
js appreciated by the committee.
Mrs. Estelle B. Smith.
The Albuquerque Journal published the entire program under
a display head one day last week.
Christian Church.

''I

supposed

m

some

you knew it."
"Not much I
didn't! Why. I
luive just loaned
li

money."

K K

Editor Nation, of The News,
accompanied by J. H. McRae
and H. La Lalle were up to
Tu-laro-

yesterday advertising the
coming 5rd. While here they
inspected a first class printing
establishment. T u a rosa Tri1

bune.
The social season is on in full
blast at Cloudcroft.
Dances,
picnics, hay rides ami parties of
various kinds are intermingled
with golf, pool, billiards and
cards.
Everybody
up
there
seems to be having a good time
and that's what they go for.
Practically all the cottages have
been rented for the season and
the hotels are 'being well patronized.

Advertising Pays.
Dr. O. W. Miller advertid.,!
his residence property in The
News classified columns. The
ad sold the property.
A Mr.
Shurtz was the purchaser. (Joo

snleration f rM.

Stores Close Early,
The stores of the city are dug.
ing at 0 o'clock every evening
except Saturday during the hot

el a very pleasant man
Addlcti ! to hot airing.
. fferi il me mu
half his mine
He
Peíanse he liked my bearing.
very
kind of you.
I said: "It's
I'm poorer than a prnnper."
And then he shut up tike a clam
And was to me a stranger.
I

weather.

Bush Jobs Rushed.

That is the way.
I iuive henrd folks say.
certainly know the game.
they
And
If iron huve the
Y
can cut a dash.
Without It plain mud is your name.

Rush Jobs Rushed is the mot-t- o
of The News' job printing department. You don't have t
wait two or three weeks to get
your printing at this office. Any
ordinary job printed same day
In For It.
"That aroman order is received. Call up l
only married and we'll be after your order.

Q

nie for my pension."

"Does

Legal Notices.

she

abuse you?"
"Shamefully." first Pub. June 10; last Hub. Julv
"Why don't
Notice of Publication.
you get a diCourt, )
In
the
District
vorce?"
County of Otero.
f
"Because," re- No 845.
plied tht' guille
Miguel L. Marques
old veteran,
vs.
"when I went
Belt n C. Marques.
Into It I enlistThe said defendant. Belén C. Mared for the ques, is hereby notified that a suit in divorce has been commenced against yuu
war."
la the District Court for the Countv ol
Otero, Teritary of New Mexico by said
Miguel L. Marques, alleging abandon-rneti- t
Putting Them Wise.
and asking that property menTheodore Shouts reaches up Into
tioned in complaint now on lile at this
souie mysterious store of universal Information and. liavinu-- grabbed off a office, be under his sole control. That
unless you enter or cause to be entered
handful of more or less canned wis- your
appearance In said suit on or
dom, lays down a few qualities necesthe 9th day of
A. D. 1909,
sary for a man to have before a girl decree ProConfesso August will
he rei,!
therln
should think of marrying him.
dered against you. Cuas P. Downs,
Briefly, the description of the only
(Seal
Clerk.
By r RiüA M. Eckm.w.
man lilted for wedlock Is this: He
should lie perfect mentally, morally J, W. Tomi'Son, Eso,
Deputy.
Alamogordo. New Mexico,
and physically, imd it Isn't irolmr to
At.ty. for Plaintiff,
give any of those connected with the
ail'alr a pain In the side if be happens
First Pub. June 17: last Pub. July 8.
to be some pumpkins financially.
Notice of Publication.
That may lie a fine theory, but as
there are only a few of that kind, In the District Court. )
what can the poor girl do? She must Countv of Otero.
J
either take a man with some imper No. 84.
fectJons or jog along by herself.
As
John W. Parker
a matter of fact what she will do is to
vs.
take some second class scrub and atLlze Parker.
tribute iiim with all of these virtues
The said defendant, Lizzie Parker, is
nd lc happy ever after.
hereby notified that a suit in dlvorsc has
been commenced against you In the DiWay of the Game.
strict Court for the County' of Otero. TerLuck Is a fickle goddess,
ritory of New Mexico, by said John W.
And skill before her falls;
Parker, alleging abandonment, that
Good batters get out on a fly;
unless you enter or cause tu be entered
Cubs get their base on balls.
your appearance In said suit on or be
fore the seventh day of August, A. 1).
Charged Extra.
1909, decree ProConfesso therein Will he
Tour photographs look very nice." rendered against
you.
aid the rubberueck to the patient phoP. Downs, Clerk.,
tographer.
"What is the price of
liv t rula M Kckeman Deputy.
J. W. Tompaon, Alaiuogiirdo, N. M.
them V
Well, we charge different prices.
Attorney for Plaint ff.
For n plain straight sitting It Is S4 a
dozen, but If you insist 011 saying after First Pub. June 17; last Pub. July 8.
you sit down that you are so homely
Notice of Publication.
that you fear you will break the camIn the District Court, i
era it will be 8 extra."

the state.
if in France, as in nil other places. It
Is considered an act of virtue to beat
tlic tax collector,
we may expect
Schemers tn rent out orphan asylums
to the common people just before the
assessor comes around.
The man With a large family might
do quite a thriving business by
his children around the hnck way
to a neighbor just after the assessor
bad called and enumerated them.
If wc hear that
of a sndden there
has grown tip a surprising number of
Itirgp families in France we need not
wonder, but there will be no law
agniusl oin- looking wise.
slip-pin-

M. Iiroiiiioff was in El Paso last week.
Dr. E. ft. Jarvll snant Smi.Uv win.
iriends-ii- i
Hi'h Bolls. He ,111",.,..,.
Tularosa Tuesday on one of his regular
vsits lie received word Inst weekMhat
he was successful
the. dentistry examination on at Albuquerque.
J. H. Mcliae snent Snuri.v I., rt..a

'

croft.

Mr and Mrs. O. P
o,,,,,,h
- . Maui
Uogsn. returned Saturday from .
weeks' visit to Memphis. Logan Is again
at his desk in the First N.tlnn.t k..,i.
Mrs. F. M. Hall and children lofi la.t
week for their new home In A lOhio. Thev win he Lent in i,
..,:!.
Alamogordo by the weekly visits of The
News,

CLASSIFIED

ADS.

Get Ready.
An nfr year 'tis in politics.
S.. we'll rest up this summer.
For all the signs In sisht declare
Next year v.ill he a bummer.

PERT

PARAGRAPHS.

Pon't take up sj nuch room and you
won't be so apt t have your claim

Jumped.

No. 825.

Ira W. Collins
vs.
Ada 0. White
The said defendant. Ada C. White, is
hereby i.ntllied that a suit in attach
ment has been commenced airanlst ou
in the District Court for ito cdnnti of
Otero. Territory of New Mexico, bv aid
Ira W. Collins, on account for $a7."i un
with interest at 6 tier cent fn.ru Ai.ril
5th 1909; that unless villi enter nr e.n.a
to In entered your anuearance In said
suit on or before the seventh dav of August. A. D. 111(19. decree of PmrVinfessn
therein will be rendered against you.
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk
y fritlaM. Kcknian, Deputy.

J.

Tonison, Alanmgordn.
Attorney for Plaintiff

W

Soft Words,

Warn) Friends

Good Goods,

Isn't it a shame that Bill Warren, Bill Stalcup and Bill Eidson
are prohibited from entering the
ugliest man contest? The Bills
are the judges and not allowed
to participate; otherwise there
would be a lovely contest for
that box of cigars.

Saturday is the day. Come
bright and early and stay all

day.

lr.-.-

ít.:

9M t

WANTED:

EvarvhnrW

gum and yet be worthy a good

rJUGHES

;

Alamogordo to subscribe for El hiMSti!!? ?'y e88enl to success
Is
Paso Morninir Timps flm
should place faith in you
and
a
let
few
dollars
follow.
that is printing all the live news
and boost stories of Alamogordo.
Reaches here six honra ha.H r work to knock tblnUag as we" hard
out

The Moderi) Grocer.

any other outside paper with the
same news, and contains ,,,,.,
ive Alamogordo

newa

th.

.11

other outside Darjen mmhin
A paper every day in the week!
tiiiTHRiK Smith,

Alamo Circulator.

adversity.

One can't hand out
advice and gossip
at the same time, anyway.

The quickest way to get

..togiv..

15.

,

No. 853.

Prudie Spradlen
vs.

I.uthcr C. Spradlen
The said defendant, Luther C. Spradlen. Is hereby notified that a suit In divorce 'has been commenced against you
In the District Court for
the County of
Otero. Territory of New Mexico, by said
Prudie Spradlen, alleging abandonment
and
that unless you enter
or cause to be entered
tour appearance
on or before the 14th dar August A. D.
190. decree ProConfesso therein will be
reudered agalust you.
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk,
By Frlda M. Eckman.
J. W. Tompson, Esq ,
Deputy.
Alamogordo. New Mexico,
Atty. for Plalutiff.

First Pub. June 3; last Pub July 1.
Notice For Publication,
DEPABTMENT OF THE INTEBIOB,
CJ. 8.
man's
Land Office at Las Cruces. N. M.,

n..

L. R.

N. M.

First Pub. JuneJ4; last Pub. July
Notice of Publication
In the District Court I
County of Otero. J

there-ometi- mes.

Steady Customers.

f

Countv of Otero.

Thinking Proposition.
"Has he mined anything in his great
prospect
"Just in his mind."
A

Eld. Stacy Philliws. the new Kites for
Oklahoman's Notice.
Reappearances are sometimes more
advertisements In this
pastor, will preach Sunday a. m.
one cent a word each Insertion. column
Min- deceptive than appearances.
Oklahomans may register for at 11 and at 7 :45 in the evening.
imum charge 23 cents
the big celebration at W. E. nrveryuouy invitea.
A tldng Is either brave or foolhardy
Judge Bush has served notice Warren's drug store.
Sunday school at 10 a. in.
according to whether it succeeds or
PIANO for sal? chean if snlrl fails.
upon the committee that he inat once.
tends to enter the ugly man conHelen M. Mm
A lie crushed to earth will lie
test and that he is going in to
FOR SALE Good milk eu.-win. The Three Bills, who conat reasonable prices. Inquire at
stitute the committee on awards,
.ir...
claim that the judge has passed
nice 's store or address P. O. box
J rQ00DByEsr-V-Jf- J
161.
the age limit and have ruled
2t
him out. It is now thought that
TO TRADE Desirable rai
the contest has narrowed down
estate for mares from yearlings
to R. M. Jackson and J. 0. Jones.
to six years old. Address F. M
Greene, Atlanta, Texas.
30
At the request, or desire, rather, of Editor Byus, we take
FOR RENT BrminnfT'o P
pleasure in mentioning the fact
lar Theatre. Fine for dances
that a coat of green paint was
moving picture shown tt.0o.;17
mtuii
recently spread on the windows
cals, public meetings,
etc. Low
of the Advertiser office. Green
rates. Buildine is niclr f
paint sometimes covers a multiWhen things start to go to destruced. Has five exits, ñft
tude of sins and we trust this
lights, large stace. fi 111? HCinuirv tion, sit still in the sunshine and bid
particular job of painting will
Cool and nleasant.
m' them good speed.
prove of great benefit to Mr.
Brounoff
at
tho"
residence
Your
Morjey
over
baci
if
tlje Goods you buy
Still, a girl might be able to
viivu- Byus.
chew
tre.

here are not Satisfactory.

ie

il.

.

Passing Them Around.
In sonic parts of France there U a
bonus for babies-- that K the family
that has a certain number gets out of
paying certain taxes on the theory
that they tire otherwise contributing to

.

RIGHT.

weeks after which
to his work in
Celestial Kingdom.

I

On the editorial page of Monday's El Paso Times, under the
pen name of "Hombre Viejo,"
Revised Weekly.
appeared an interesting comparisons of the lives and achieveBaptist Church.
ments of the late P. F. Collier
Pastor
S. B. Callaway will
Published every TliursiiayÑ. al
and H. II . Rogers. It was one
M.
tero Gounry,
of Guthrie Smith's best stories. preach at the First Baptist
church Sunday at 11 a. m. and
$1.50 a Year in Advance.
7:30 p. m.
The Ros well
Sunday school at 9 :4a a. m.
Masonic
edition
last
Entered at the poatoflce in Alaniotrordo,
New Mexico, for transmission through the week was a beauty.
Its story
Strangers welcomed.
mails as second class matter.
entitled "The "World History of
Freemasonry." was especially
W. E. Church, South.
interesting.
The edition was
THIS WEEK'S PAPER.
All
regular services will be
well printed and carefully editheld
at
the M. E. Church, South
ed and should be of much value
In addition to all the city and to Masons.
next Sunday.
NATION

.

Bap,M

several
will

al la your fate
ave heard of late.
win a suclcly bud
wh,:.If y.iii haven't n sou.
Twenty three, air. for you
And I tur name Is the same ua mud.

v

Ji
Jones, the

-

I railed upon a lady frlrtid.
r, inure fair mid charming.
A
I f. 'I In love In. .T ier and
nntoms oultc alarming.
Had
I hj
tut HlllH I re
En.
Qui..- - ardenl hi i ijr
'.lna.
I liad M rash.
dull lie rvaj BMsttSag doing.
Then Oi

rIf

mi

T. L. Blalock,

Rev.

missionary to China, returned to
his home in this city last week.
He will visit with his family fr

LACKING.

Lytsute So poor
has gouc out of his mind!
Stryppes-Ye- s.
He had been busy
for three months on a mechanical
tramp, and he couldn't get It to work.

Kazoo Suspenders and Hose Supporters
at about 9 o'clock in the morning
$ P. S. This Store will closeaay,
on juiy 3rd.
W
iorme

n

Philosophy

U--

Mgj.

.V

Shoes

I

Humor

Hera.

d of

.

Notice

uates,

October
try No.
bectlon

Is

May 2B, 1909.

hereby given that Daniel

of Alamogordo,

N.

M

,

A

who, on

15. 1908, mede Hcmestead En4910 (serial 0192), for
1, Towsshlp 17 S.. Bange 9 E,

NE.

P' Me"lln, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Commutation
Proof, to establish claim to the land
sbove described, before T. J. Bush, O.
a. Commissioner, at
tlunm N M
on the 15th day of July,
1909.
J,'S??nt ,es as witnesses:
K.
Edrlnrtjin
J.
r a i.
i
v u
So

wi'Mii:

J.N.Smith

'

vi

JOBB

.

2"
au

Gokzalu,

Register.

Reputation For Reliability.
The most valuable aaset in any Drag

OCALTEMS

Store
Eugene Gordon and wife, of

Tucuiu.-arlvisited bare last week.
Gordon owns property here.
.

soliciting your prescription business we refer yon to the
They know. It's
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.
In

Let us

fill

Mrs.

H. T. Ethridge,

of El

Paso visited Mrs. Charles Km last week

your prescriptions.

Theo. Thulemeyer and family

Warren Bros., Druggists.

are In Los Angeles fur a month's visit.
Sheriff H. M. Denney has returned from a visit to bis old horns in
Ten ne. see.

Or The
Corner

The Alcazar will give one

Newsy Notes from
Over the County
cultural .Society will find him st "Bill
crest. "

Tularosa.

nib hi

nishes any amount of meat for the market, and it Is unnecessary for hotels or
others to send away for their meats when
She best in the land can be had st home.

Jr., had a
u" """""i"
uu

Andrew Wilson,

Ittle "sinasii up

w"u
uu"
uu""
nú up wnn a cratnou

num.

lüesdav
car I

Walter Lunbough is farming

Wednesday's mail brought the

on quite an extensive scale at "El Mora?'
the J. C. Dunn villa.

Lends ol Mrs. Cooper Lynn ine goua
oí h'T sale arriva: at nanem,
uu
Ventana, wnere sue is
ume 01 ner ennunouo.
pis. a'

yiihu

Milton Phillips was

vt

at La Luz

Sunday.

L.J.

Lilly is expected home

Miss hloise Carrol, 01 jnesca- - soon from Leopold. N. SI., where he has
........ nl Ull. UlFKirU been for some
.1
time on business
II r.
Lilly expects to make many improverude last ween.
ments on his plantation this summer.
Mrs. 8. F. Clayton who was He will erect a twelve foot windmill,
Umoneil to the death bed ot her moth- - and put in about twenty acres in grain.
.
at iae Dome or
Mrs N L.
I beg leave to change my nom
LrsN'iT. Mrs. iirsntorn. ni weeu, ñus
de plume, as 1 nave been accused of
kturued. latigued, but well.

stealing

Little Tom Hyde, while play- IjT WHO
melius, ten iruiu a ut'iiu
u aruj.
íedoesüay evening uu uru.w
Is a line little lellow, aLO me acci
knt Is a - urce ol regret to sil who

It.

Henceforth forever.

Madeline Octavia

Thumpki.ns.

Eighrolh and Mountain Park.
Mrs. Noonan and son, of San

him

Antonio, Texas, are here for the

sum-

is home mer.
Ity.
Mark Cadwallader and family
right, our new night of El Paso, visited E. F. Cadwallader

E. D. Rockwell

Mrs.

i

Kan-- s

om

con-

tinuous performance Saturday evening
from 7 to II o'clock.
Flue pictures and
a good song. Come when you want to
and stay as long as you like Admission
10 cents.
Remember, Saturday nigbt.
show begins at 7 and lasts until 11. The
A cazar.
The Alcazar is cooled by electric fans Complete change of program
tomorrow evening. 10 cents admittance
to all.

Stella

Mrs.

McDaniel

moved into town from her ran :h.

has

Oscar Carroll, the wholesale
Croan is back from Kan- Henry Bell, the negro in jail
Iti reports s succvsful trip butcher, drove down a herd of fine fat charged with shooting the face off of
beeves from the mountains. He fursorsss.

Cha

now

Mr.

Chas. W
Mttor. ir rejoicing with his ramlly In last week.
between the climate of
e diflVr.'iice
There are a number of people
lew Mitsi 'o. and that ot Canada.
from different places tenting at High-roll- s.
his
from
in
Among the Alamogordo people
J. J. Goforth was
Inch Thuisdav.
are: Mrs. W. W. Mann and children,
Mrs.
Jarvis
and her mother, Mrs. PowMrs. II. French, whose home
Tularosa, but who has been in ers and son, Miss Fitcher.and Mrs Beilah
was nere mursuay and children children, of La Luz.
(uau. Wisconsin,
Alamogordo thai evening iu
Ben Wooten, of Alamogordo,
Impmii with her daughter, en route to has moved his family to the old dairy
Ilutan.
just abeve Wooten Station.

Glasscock, of Jones conn

Mr.

Elmer Wooten, from the state

I, Teta.--, died here Thursday.

of Washington, is visiting his uncle. B.
n( family, and his cousin,
' Woten

returned

E. P. Davenport
has
hu ho..:., in Eastland. Texas,
ce little
visit to his brother.
kvenport. o! this place.

""'

after a
W.

o

niguruus.

Judge J. C. Roberts, of

Hlffh- -

rolls, who has been sick for some time,
new convellescent, and is as gallant
I The
stockholders of the Alto isamong
the ladies as ever.
lining and .Milling company held
a
a new board of di- C. E. Beasley, our Mountain
Ell knight, presi
Park chicken man, received some very
lla: Dr. Howell secretary and treas- - Hue white Leghorn chicken recectlv
rer; IV. I)
Tipton, W. (i. Davenport, from Mr. Conuell's ranch at Tularosa.
S. Bightower.
Ming ana elected
klnrs as follows:

A

Wednesday night at the White

Indi.

Margaret Prude spent a

lies

at Mesculero, the
Kloi.se Carrol. She is now
r aii.lrg
her cousin, Miss

last

it ..I
lest of
bun...

eek

Miss

lurs Bennett, ot Weed

0. McNatt, of
puitin;

iter,

-

in-

A.

ti,
purpose
at Monterev.

r.T
po lots

Sacramento,

Mrs S. P.. Clayton.

lerford

I

is up from El
of Investing

Mrs. R. F.

Burnhardt

left

Monday for an extended visit with rela
tives in Clinton, Okla.
Mrs. Perry McKay left Monday for a visit to San Antonio, Texas.

in

oeu. Is on

td

.1

He

u: ,

lk.u--

tt

r

In addition to being Alamo

gorcko

ollicial reports to

baby

last week.

where he is enuairod In business.
roe will loin him soon.

"Uncle Dick" Adams, brother

of Mrs. Ilartl.'ti of this place, came up
bt :l n.'W h illomohltp from K. t'asn on the excusión Sunday and will spend
Icil DlSSed thrniifrh lipro vAtttf.rit.LV several weeks In Cloudcrott.
Irnonn. k wilt ba delivered to him
Miss Nannie Gorden, who is
sumuierlug at Mountain Park, was here
taming,
Saunders and Miss last week. She expects to return soon
SB Qslav
'mined Miss Klnise Car- - for the rest of the summer.
lind party Sunday morning at Mes
Mrs. Thomas O'Keilly and litI'u The iravB at once fosa camp
tle daughter returned to Alamogordo
Baldosa.
l
Wednesday of last week, after spending
a few days here visiting the Alexanders.

Leritz, of Carrizozo, has

Perry Kearney is playing ball

Fruitvale.

with the Alamo team.

Ft,r "ilM northwest of Alamogrordo.
IK. H. N. TWhorr hi o
esick list.

J. Jarvis has a
a

Mr. Foy returned

brother from

Thursday

Mr. Kellar was in town

last

"usii..r trip u, "Hiiuide" last Saturday on business.
' I'" did not state his errand to
George Poe came home last
f'orrespondent.
Snnday from the mountains where he
Salle was in Fruitvale has been at work.
t KiVililS I nrlrinanriunnu IWv
nml.
Messrs. Turnbeaugh and Wells
the residents.
Mr. La Salle la
"M from 'wav back, and la as were In town last week.
Messrs. Phridmore and George
among the out of town popu- tS Wh.'ll II
..I, In, Tim
ara building a house for Mrs. Murphy.
loca in
ni..ii i,.. .... ..I. .
Mr. Wells came down from
Moors, hut
that time they did. Any-g- Oscuro on business Sunday.
to the fete, and have "full
Da
",
111

U

o

Mr. Foy and family were in

r la Van. enrnr y Alamogordo Saturday.
Mr. Smith, from Dawson, has
VW Gn. J. H. He&ld of "Sunnv- "ailfffrinp with rkcumntkin Ha located on a claim near here.
Dearly wanhnd . ...
a bna s
.i
tj tun uwua
The editor of The News was In Tola
MOf ÜKíiln till IIS Uaifr
Tk..r... oA rosa
Friday. The town seems to be on
of the best reserves in this secboom. Four or five new business
a was very
nearly ruined by the
buildings are in the course of construction. The White Saods company Is
Mildred
building a warehouse at Monterey, the
uiüre,' is III this week.
Isn't It new town, and a bank building is to be
y snyone In this perfect
erected there soon. J. vv. prude, Tula
ever be sick?
rosa's big merchant, told the editor that
LSuruner Brown, of "Crefton business was satisfactory. The alfalfa
Wool
Is bringing In some money.
crop
SUIIIK Vu
An.
Is camine In at a fairly lively gait not
Minns has latelv named withstanding the low price. The Naws
n SDd
thnaa Hü.1.1.. n MASH mn. Is (lad so nota these evldencss cl pros
th" seerstary 0f the Agrl- - perity up at ruiarosa.
W

r

1

-

Prnnaa nf

,h

cllm-iul-

a

Attorneys at law

ALAMOGORDO

Pint

Two
Materfamllias
Great Scott!
more mouths to feed : -- Harper's Week
iy.

H.H-

The Sam Act.
An old negro was recently brought
before a justice in Mobile. It seemet.
that TTnele Mose had fallen foul of a
bulldog while iu the act of entering
the henhouse of the dog's owner.
"Look here, Uncle Mose," the jnstic.
said informally, "didn't I give you ten
days last month for this same thing'-Samhenhouse yon were trying to got
Into. What have you got to say for

daughter of the late Mrs. S. S. Hopper,
will remain in the city for some time.
She was In El Paso Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs.

J. A. McKay left

Joseph H. Reed, of Pittsburg,

First National Bank Building.

J.

QR.

Dr. R. H. Gudger spent the

Physician sad Surgeon,
Offiice, Upstairs in the Gilbert Butldinir.

OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORE.
Rooms F, G and H.
Phone T7.

D i.

K. K. JARVIS,

Office

over First National

Deat s

Ladies'

derstood that The News erred In saying
that be had bullded a summer home at
the foot of La Luz canon. Henry's
place is at the head of the cacon where
the cool breezes bloweth and the son
panetrateth not much.

"Napoleon and Josephine," at

the Alcazar tonight, Is one of the best
pictures of the year. It's more than
worth the price of admission 10 cents.

Lightning struck the cupalo of

the school house Thursday afternoon.
But little damage was done.

Assistant Superintendent

W.

O. Boe, of the Alamogordo and Sacra-

mento Mountain railway, spent Sunday

In Cloudcroft.

Work Called For.

Stock

L. J. Philbert

BREEDIN6

CHILDREN

WHO

ARE SICKLY

f

N.

A

City-Home-

SMITH & CO.

Alamogordo, Otero County, N. M.

THE POPULAR DRY GOODS CO.
I (Incorporated)
SAS0NIC TEMPLE BUILDING
Ladies' Heady to Wear Dry Goods, Shoes,
Men'a Clothing and Hate. We cordially ex
tend an invitation to yon ta Tislt oar
Uabment when la KL PASO. TUX AS.

,,T

Mng

&

I.

Andrew

ANDREWS

REAL ESTATE

14,

Sacramento Valley Lands, Money to
loan, Alamogordo Property.
'phonb 126.
Olfcci ot 10th St., Hull Bit,

Maamrti,

sit

St

Motel Zeiger

ASSOCIATION

EL PASO, TEXAS.

(Bropean plan)
Rooms 7 Be $1 sad $1.50

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Southwest. Headquarters for stockmen and mining men. CHAS. ZEIGER;Prop.

BARRINGER'S

MlUHlaW
Fine Camping Ground

Spec!

a

under cover.

1

1

y . Good Horses, Good Rigs,

Cor. 9th and Penn.

ALAMQ60RGQ

Mrs.

A.

PHILBERT

Phone No. 93.

Business Bargains, Mountain Ranches
with plenty of Water,
Mining Property, Relinquishments and Live
Stock.
I.

Mothers who valoe their owa comfort aad
the welfare of their children, should aevor bo
without a box of Mother Gray's Sweet Powdars
(or Children, for asa taroacaoat ttte season.
re r evensnness, con
The j Break ap coms-cetipation. Teeming- - manners. Headache and
Stomach Troubles. THESE POWDERS
NEVER AIL. Sold bT all Draw Stores. J5c
Dam l aprax asr issscasw. A trial packan will ba
t rREE to any mother who will I
A Ilea S. Olmsted, Lefio j, N. T.

Farms,

N. M.

ALAMOGORDO,

Work,

Real Estate

Bank.

Phone 71.

Clothes Cleaned, Pressed and Repaired.

Henry S. Evans wants it un

GILBERT,

R.

Club

first of the week in Clcudcroft.

R.

JR.

Atlantic City Pressing

Perry McKay left yesterday

with bis parents for Los Angeles.

Lav,

JJR.

Wednesday for Los Angeles where they
will make tbelr future home.
The
News will keep them posted on Alamo
gordo doings.

Pa., arrived Tuesday for an extended
visit with W. A. Reed, proprietor of the
Alamo Cottage sanatorium.

st

Rooms 9 and 10,

O.

and will make the season at the barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.

Mrs. W. T. Arnold, of Denver,

Building--

MAJOR,

-

Atttracy

boy are visiting in the vicinity of

High rolls.

National Bank

Phope 13. Alamogordo. N. M.
yourself?"
Uncle Mose scratched his head.
"Mara Willyum, yo' sent me ter de
chain gang fer trylu' ter steal some Robert Newton Woodwortfc
chickens, didn't ye?"
Miniad Easlaeer
"Tes, that was the charge."
Examinations and reports.
"An' don't de lavr say yo' can't be
charged twice wid de same 'fense?"
References exchanged.
"That no man shall be twice placed
In jeopardy for the identical act, yes."
Bo 371.
. . .
Alamogords.
"Den, Bah, yo' des hab ter let me go,
sah. Ah war after de same chickens,
sah?" Nashville Banner.
W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Happy Parents.
Telepbone No. 20.
"Herbert, dear," said the fond mother, "Willie Jones says that you told
him to throw the rock that broke the
W. TOMPSON,
window of the church."
"Willie Jones is a deliberate, unquali- JNO.
fied, pulverized, desquamated,
slew
lawyer.
footed, gander shanked, pie faced, mutt
Practice in all courts and government
headed, lop eared, blankety blanked
Depart menu.
wall eyed falsifier!" remarked Herbert
Offices; Suite 3 and 4 First National Bank
dear, looking up from his play for a
Building. Alamogordo.
moment
With a rapt smile the mother beams
J. G. HOLMES.
npon the caller.
"His papa Is sure that Herbert has a
Physician.
future of great distinction, and may
even be"
But Just then the cook
Office over Holland's Drug Store.
called, and the sentence was not fin
Ished. Judge.
M. 10NE HULETT,
On the Honeymoon.
"So you were well pleased with the
Osteopathic Physician.
train on which you took your weddin ,'
On Tenth St. Opposite the Court House.
trip?" said the bosom friend. "Was It
Alamogordo, New Mexico.
an accommodation train?"
The young man's face beamed with
H. GUDGER,
D. D. S.
delight.
"I should say it was an accommodaDentist.
tion train," he confided. "Why, the
porter put the lights out every time we
Prepared to do porcelain crown and
bridire work, porcelain inlays, also
reached the tunnel." Detroit Tribune
god iolays.

46328

PERGHERON

Upstairs

Office

Perdieron Stallion, black with star. Foaled May
1905; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,
111. This splendid horse is now the property of the

Mrs. Maud Brooks expects to

(rom a business trip to Oklahoma.

r

NO.

leave soon for California.

Camp City.

u visiting him.
Newberry, of Dry Cañón,

I

News-Tribun-

SHERRY,

&

gHEKRY

Judge E. A. Mann left TuesHORNET SENTINELS.
day for Santa Fe where he will meet
with the supreme court of the territory.
That body will meet today for the pur- It Would Seem That These Inseotr
Keep Guard Over the Nests.
pose of assigning districts to Judges
'"ooley and Mechem, recently appointed.
Is a hornets' nest guarded by sentiHon. Charles P. Downs is in nels, after the manner of ant hills 1
It Ib not so easy to decide, for their
Santa Fe this week.
habits do not Invite familiar
J. D. Clements is in Santa Fe private
approach.
But some experiments
on business.
seemed to point that way. No noises,
Harry H. McElroy, one of the however near or strident. ha the least
leading members of the Tucumcari bar,
Blow on
was In the city Tuesday and Wednesday effect Uwn the workers.
attending a meeting of the creditors In divers instruments as loudly and
shrilly as I would, they poured In and
the Morris C. Smith Bankrupt case.
out of the gate or labored on the walls.
George Evans, a Tucumcari Intent
wholly upon their own affairs.
was
man,
yesterin the city
real estate
But at the slightest Jar upon the winday.
dow or shutter, out flew a bevy of
Miss Mary Phillips, daughter Irate insects and flung themselves
of Eld. and Mrs.
Phillips, died
screen with
Frldav evening. Burial took place at against the wire window
the Cltv cemetery the following dav. an angry "bump" that showed how
Miss Phillips was born In 1874.
She good was their Intention at least to dehas been sick for severrl years. She fend their home. It was always so. A
was a sister to Stacy Philips, pastor of squad of workers, free and ready for
the Christian church.
aggressive duty, seemed to be lurking
the gate, prompt to sally forth
Misses M. E. Carpenter and near
Dorothy Marshall, of the Southwestern upon alarm. Even at nigbt a few kept
hospital, were In El Paso on a shopping near by, and, although their port had
lost Its vicious swing and they moved
expedition Monday.
with sluggish pace, like sleepy
J. M. Wyatt, an El Paso bank about
watchmen, as doubtless they were,
er, was here Monday.
they left upon the observer the lmpres-sio-u
Charles P. Gage, after a year's
that they were on sentinel servfurlough, has been assigned to the new ice, In which the community was never
forest office at Gallup. He will leave lacking Dr. H. C. McCook In HarMonday.
per's Magazine.

the streets again. ver, Col., Friday, where he will attend
the National Educational Association.

..Mo.

H.

Printing.

The melons mentioned by the Israelites as being among the good things
they hnd in Egypt were undoubtedly
watermelons, for In the wall painting
about the time of the exodus the moUti
vine is represented, and in one case s
long procession of slaves is depicted,
each bearing on his shoulder a huge
lark green watermelon.
Botanists say that varieties of the
melon are fonnd in southern Asia, and
some even claim that the plant grows
wild in central and South Africa, bnt
Africa is no doubt the original home
of the melon, and in his preference
over every other kind of vegetable or
fruit the African merely displays a
taste that has become fixed In his race
by thousands of years of Indulgence,
for in central Africa ripe watermelon
are to be had every month in the year
Detroit

Miss Frida Eckuian, Warren
Miss Gertrude Carter returned Tompson and Marshall Parker visited
with the Murphys at Hlgh.olls Sunday.
to ber home iu Alamo Tuesday.
tirst
Mrs. W. 8. Tilton lost her They went up on horseback.
hold ell pet s of deo.
Mrs. E. B. Van Arsdel and
ing shipped to (lendale, puise, containing quite a sum money,

at Monterey,

Land men, and others who
desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, cats- logues, etc., will find they can
secure such work at home by
patronizing The News' job
office. We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of

souri.

rain cauce has been

new

FINE BOOKLET PBINTIH0

Africa is the Original Horn of This
Luscious Fruit
Tbs humorists always associate tbs
African with the watermelon, assuming that the tnste of the colored man
for his favorite dainty arises from his
life In the southern states, where the
melon vine grows like a weed.
As a fact, however, the African tasto
for the watermelon la hereditary. The
vine Is a native of Africa, where It Ia
found wild In the great central plains
of the continent, and has also been
cultivated for many ages.
In Egypt the melons grown along the
Nile rival Chose of southeastern Mis

T. L. Lane left Tuesday
K. N. Wilson, of the New
Judge W. K. Stalcup and wife, 'orMrs.
ner home In Los Angeles.
luco Realty syndicate. Is with us on of Alamogordo. were up for a lew days
plness oí inmortalice.
rest and visiting relatives last week.
S. 8. Hopper returned Monday
L. P. Farris will leave for Den- to his home In Colorado after attending
J. Ooglan, who has been con- the fuueral ot Mrs. Hopper Saturday.
to bin

la 'Ho mmmymré.

correspondent for the El Paso
The young man who can put up a
Morning Times, Guthrie Smith is now
representing the Albuquerque Morning good imitation of a big salary Is likely
to be married before he knows It lit
Miss Nannie Gorden, a niece Journal in a similar capacity.
be doesn't look oat
of Lawyer Wl.arton. from Alamogordo,
Mrs. Bettie Moore and Miss
is spending a few weeks with Mrs. J. M. Anna Mundev left Mondav of last week
Walker, on the Gilbert & Walker for Perry, Mo., where they will spend a
farm
vear. rne news win ioiiow them.
Miss KeitFer, from AlamogorDr. and Mrs. George C. Bryan
do. is visiting with Mrs. C. A. Murphy were in El I'aso Tuesday.
and family at their home on Karr
canon.
Mrs. G. R. Crairr, of Houston,
Kev. V. D. Dodgen has traded Texas, will arrive here Sunday for a
his Improvements on bis homesread fur three weeks' visit with her sister, Miss
Agnes Caraway, secretary to W. G. Boe,
Alamogordo property.
assistant superintendent of the Cloud
croft line.
Clondcroit

party of picnicers

nieirv

lent

Tomas Rodrlquez three weeks ago. objected to having a Chinaman as a fellow
convict. Thursday, and proceeded to
wipe up the floor with the said Chinaman. Order was restored and since
then Bell has been on his good behavior.

THE WATERMELON.

CASH

GROCERY

alina Capuano, Prop.

...

.

Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

CHAS. Ii. WEST,
(Successor to W. I. Hiles)

.

e win atreati von nsnt ana snve General Dray and Transfer Lint
Lowest prices. We pay no rent
177-P. O. Boi 317
and hire no help and can make Home Phone
Office Phone 183 Alamogordo, u. M,
very low prices.
Call and i
our nice new store. Everything
rresh Groceries received
fresh.
Twice a week.
3

I. JerzykeWskl

Office 4th Door Sooth

H.

if

la Salle

Surveyor.
Land and Irrigation Ditch surveying a specialty. Maps and
Blue Prints made to order.

Merchant Tailor
Q u i n

I

i

v

e n

Block.

Custom Tailoring In latest styles.
Choice Patterns always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest methods.
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles' Goods a specialty . . .

tat

MM

for

tri

I

0S ÁPACHElffjMtt
furtive-eyed-

dark-haire-

I

OPERATION

m

the recently restored guillotine, and
whenever there Is to be an execution
the Apaches flock from all districts of
the city to witness the ghastly sight
Silently they stand, gating at the
grim instrument ofdeath, until the
condemned Individual Is brought forth.
Then Jeers and howls break forth
from the crowd, and as the knife falls
the Apaches rush forward to dip their
handkerchiefs in the blood. These
they preserve as souvenirs, or sell
them to the degenerates of the upper
classes.
Strangely enough, the male Apaches nearly all look alike. They are
hollow-cheeke-

Qaaannlna.

wegit-B- '
A certain young man's friends
only
be
but
dead,
was
thought he
ample
tn n state of com. Wken. in
showed
time to avoid being buried, he how It
signs of life, he wu naked
seemed to be dead.

,

HER ONLY

"Dead?" he exclaimed. I wasnt
going on.
4, ad. I knew all that was
too. be.
Aid I knew I wasn't dead.
1 wu
cause my feet were cold and
hungry"
you
But how did that fact make
one
.hink you were still alive?" asked
of the curious.
"Well, this way: I knew that If I
were in heaven I wouldn't be hungry. And If I wai in the other place
nj feet wouldn't be cold."

CHANCE
"I

suffered untold
Adrian, Ga.
misery from a female weakness and
x
disease. auu cuuiu uwi DMau more
than a minute at a
time. My doctor
said an operation

txpresiion
O. W. Farlowe, East Florence, Ala.,
I
writes: "For nearly seven years
was afflicted with a form of skin dls
unbear-Ibltase which caused an almost
1 could
neither work,
Itching.
rest nor sleep in peace. Nothing gave
tried
me permament relief until
Hunts Cure. One application relieved me; one box cured me, and
though a year has passed, I have
I am grateful beyond
r.tayed cured.
vpressiou."
Hunt's Cure Is a guaranteed remedy
for itching diseases of the skin
Price 60c.
beyond

Br

My

Mrs. Edward

Dunroy-Reed-

The general observance of June 14
as "Flag Day" suggests the thought

table Compound,
and decided to trt
one bottle t
had
taken
it. Before I
...

Wm

d

short-lived-

a

eye and the presence
of many scars, the results of her numerous
boulevard battles. She
tatwas elaborately
tooed and was mighty
proud of that adornment. Chiffonnette's career came to an untimely end last New
Year's day, when she
engaged in a desperate
fight
with
another
woman whom she hated. Cheered on by a
crowd of her male and
female subjects, the
queen finally stabbed
herantagonist to death
with a stiletto, and
now she is a prisoner
in St. Lazare.
This year's queen of
the Apaches is Pepe.
She is only 18 years
old and as pretty as a
picture, but as fierce
as a tigress and a fit
leader for the wretches by whom she Is
adored.
The comparative immunity from arrest
and punishment
en
joyed by the Apaches is
due to their really wonderful organization. They form a community by
themselves, apart from all the rest of Paris,
with their own laws, courts and executioners;
their secret passwords, and almost their own
language, for the argot they use is practically
unintelligible to others. Merciless toward their
victims, they are no less merciless in punishing
those of their own number who are convicted of
treachery.
A few years ego one Painblanc was accused
of being in league with the police. He was formally bVought to trial, the judge being a leader
known as "l'Espagnol." The charge against
Painblanc was not fully proved, but his loyalty
was so doubtful that he was sentenced to exile.
Rising from his chair In the obscure dive where
the trial was being held, he hurled his knife at
l'Espagnol with unerring accuracy, and the judge
fell dead with the blade in his heart. The police
rushed in and carried Painblanc to prison, the
Apaches making no effort to save him.
Another alleged traitor was Albert Durin. He
was condemned to death and two Apaches tied
him to the rails of a tunnel of the Belt Line
railway of Paris. He was found before a train
passed and rescued. How many traitors have
been executed by their comrades it is impossible
to know, for only in such cases as the foregoing
do the police learn about the operations of the
"tribunals."
The Apache highwayman operates swiftly and
skillfully, and lone strangers In the streets of
Paris are never safe from his attacks. His favorite method, known as "le coup du Pere Francois," is to strangle his victim by twisting a
handkerchief about his neck. After robbing the
senseless man, the thug frequently will kill him
with the knife, for the Apaches seem to delight
in wanton murder done in what they choose
to consider an "artistic" way. If the criminal
is arrested, a score of his companions spring up
apparently from the very pavement, and unless
the police are in force they are speedily routed
and the prisoner is rescued.
An observant visitor In Paris may see Apaches,
male and female, on almost any street, but it is
in the Place de la Roquette that they are to be
found in crowds on ocasión. There Is set up
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slightest doubt
If yon have the
E. Pinkham's Vege
that Lydia
Compound will help yoqj
table
Pinkham at Lynn,
write to Mrs.advice.,
Yonr letter
Mass-- , for
will be absolutely confidential,
and the advice free
UNKIND FAKE.

Is Tired of Praying.
little girl In St. Louis the other
was going through the usual
"God bless mamma,
fc".n of prayer:
and papa and make me a good girl,"
and so on, when all at once she
semed to come to a decision. "Now
hat is the last time I am going to
say that prayer." she said, very gravely, looking at her mother. "You are
older than I am and it is your place
to ask for all those things and I don't
aee any use in two people's asking
the same thing." Since then she has
firmly refused to pray, Insisting that
it Is her mother's place to ask God
tar blessings.
A Plea for B:;hc!ors.
There are few people in the com
munity more generous, according to
their means, more unselfish, and more
than the
bachelor class. Why, then, should It
be taxed? If a tax is required, let it
be levied on the pampered, petted,
usually ungrateful mar-tied

man.

London Dally Graphic.

A Poer Memory.
"Have you forgotten that you owe
me seven dollars?"
"Dear, dear, I had forgotten. My
memory Is miserable but wasn't It
only $6.39?" Fllegende Blaetter.
Magnetism.

that "Old

Glory" was mature at its birth. But
its infancy dates back to the earliest recorded
American history.
At the time of the birth of "The Star Spangled
Banner" tradition and verified history had marked
some 800 years since the advent of the first
European upon American soil. The Norseman and
the Danes landed upon the northeastern shores ot
this continent several times between the years
986 and 1300, as is proven by their own records.
In 1492 .Columbus planted the flag of Spain on

y

three-fourt-

Walker,
WESTON,
aid recently: "When you feel down and
t ike
living,
just
is
use
feel
no
there
out,
your bad thoughts with you and walk
them oí. Before you have walked a mile
things will look rosier. Just try it." Have
you noticed the increase in walking of
late in every community? Many attribute
it to the comfort which Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder to be shaken into
the shoes, gives to the millions now twng
it. As Weston has saiil. "It has real merit." It cures tired, achinir feet while you
walk. 311.000 testimonia". Order a 23c
of any Druggist and be
package
ready to forget von have feet. A trial
sent
package of ALLEN'S FOOT-EASFREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le
Roy, N. Y.

Bavefor the loss of one

.

hatter, and now I am completely
cured." LexA V. Henbt, Itoute No.
3, Adrian, Ga.
Why will women take chances with
an operation or drag out a sickly,
existence, missing
d
of the joy of living, when they
can find health in Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound?
For thirty years it has been ths
standard remedy for female ills, and
has cured thousands of women who
have been troubled with such ail.
ments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregulari.
ties, periodic pains, backache, indigestion, and nervous prostration.

A

NE morning not long ago
foreigner,
a
evidently an American
tourist, was found dead
on the pavement in a side,
street of Paris. Twisted
about his neck was a
dirty handkerchief with
which he had been strangled; he had been brutally kicked and beaten.
and in his chest were
several knife wounds, any
one of which would have killed him. The unfortunate man had been stripped of all money, jewelry and other valuables.
"Les Apaches," said the police, stolidly. "He
should have known better than to go prowling
about alone at night." And in the police records
another murder was put on the score of the
thugs of the "gay capital."
Paris is not proud of her Apaches, and the rest
of the world has known little of these criminal
in many American
bands, though theater-goer- s
cities during the last season were given a glimpse
of one phase of their life in the skillful but revolting "Apache dance" imported from the French
music halls. Yet the story of the origin, development and deeds of these outlaw gangs is
fascinating, if not edifying.
Nearly ten years ago there appeared suddenly
In the underworld of Paris a young woman so
beautiful and animated that she at once attracted general attention and admiration among Its
other denizens. Her head was crowned with a
hair, on acgreat mass of lovely reddish-golcount of which she was promptly nicknamed
"Casque d'Or," or "Golden Helmet." Suitors
quickly flocked about the girl and In time she
selected from among them as her protector one
Lecat, known among his comrades as a clever
thief and a bold fighter whom the police would
be glad to have behind the bars.
All went well for a time, until there came on
the scene a more attractive scoundrel, named
Manda. Pretty, fickle Golden Helmet promptly
transferred her affections to the newcomer, and
then the trouble began. Lecat, the forsaken,
rival and
vowed vengeance on his successful
summoned his followers to his aid. Manda also
had no lack of friends, and soon all the thugs In
the district of the Halles or markets had ranged
themselves on one side or the other. Many a
bloody battle was fought In the streets between
the two bands, cheered on by their female friends,
and not a few men were slain in these conflicts.
Finally In one of the fiercest of the encounters
Lecat himself was killed, and Golden Helmet
shouted aloud in Joy. But her triumph was
.
Another leader for Lecat's band,
known as "Le Manchot," sprang up and the
feud was continued with increased fury. One
night Le Manchot caught Manda off his guard
and plunged a knife deep Into his back, and
for weeks the stricken leader lay In hospital near
to death. He recovered at last and was being
taken in an ambulance to a cell when the bloodthirsty Le Manchot, seeing his victim escaping
from his vengeance, broke through the police
guard, leaped into the vehicle and stabbed Man-dto death. For this murder Le Manchot Is now
serving a life sentence.
Golden Helmet, made notorious by the succession of battles and crimes which her attractions
had instigated, now sought other conquests, and
decided that the drama was her forte. Only the
Intervention of the police prevented her exploitation by an unscrupulous variety hall manager.
Golden Helmet then speedily sank out of sight,
but the rivalry for her favor had lasting results.
Always the Apaches have one "queen" whose
rule over them in absolute if temporary. One
of the most notoriousof these was "Chlffonnette,"
who reigned last year. She was 23 years old,
tall and graceful, and would have been a beauty

death.

One day I was
reading now other
women had been
cured by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Veje,

Ocean-to-Ocea-

.

as much as

1

shambling of gait and sallow of
always easily recognized
complexion
among the throngs on the streets.
The women on the other hand, as a
rule, are handsome, spirited and intelligent. They dress well and give
Mutual Surprise.
especial attention to the care of their
A mission worker In New Orleans
hair, which they never cover with a
near that
hat. All of them, men and women, was visiting a reformatory observed
profess to follow some trade as a city not long ago when she acquaintsafeguard against the occasional among the Inmates an old
ance, a negro lad long thought to be
raids of the police on their haunts.
exis somewhat dis- a model of integrity. "Jim!"
Official Paris
claimed the mission worker. "Is It
mayed by the rapidly growing men"Yassum,"
ace of these Apaches bands. The possible I find you here?"
"l's
number of robberies and murders at- olithely responded the backslider,sweet
o'
tributable to them is increasing charged with stealin' a barrel
"You,
monthly, and as the victims very pertaters." The visitor sighed.
surprised!"
often are travelers from foreign lands, Jim!" she repeated. "I am
I or I
the crimes are having an appreciable "Yassum," said Jim. "So was
wouldn't be here!"
effect on tourist business.
FLAG DAY."

was the only
chance I had, ana
I dreaded it almost

W

First Dancer She's a very attractive girl.
Second Sufferer Yes, her father
was a big steel magnate.
The man who has faith in God is
sure to have many other good things.

The Shortsighted Lion Well, t
never dreamed I should finish my days
behind the bars of a cage.
The Captain's Repartes.
liner,
The captain of a
having become irritable as a result ot
some minor troubles in the ship's
management and the unusually large
number of ridiculous inquiries mads
by tourists, was heading for the
"bridge" when a dapper young maa
halted him to inquire the cause of the
commotion off the starboard side ot
the ship. Being on the port side, ths
captain politely replied, with some
sarcasm, he was not certain, but
thought it possible that a cat fish had
Just had kittens. Wbatto-Eat- .
trans-Atlanti- c

Continual Doubt.
many children have your
said the tourist, affably.
"I dunno exactly," answerel ths
woman.
"You don't know?"
"Not for certain.
Willie's gost
flshln', Tommy's breakin' in a colt,
Georgie's borrowed his father's shotgun to go hunting' an' Esmeralda Aon
is thlnkin' ot elopln'. I never know
how many I've got till supper Udm
comes, so's I can count 'em."
"How

Exclusive.
"Where do the Hottentots lit
Mary?" a public-schoteacher asked
one of her pupils. "I don't know, 'a,"
said Mary, primly. "Ma won t let sis
visit any of the people in this neighborhood."
Youth's Companion.
Nothing is so wholesome, nothing-doeso much for people's looks, as a
little interchange of the small cola
of benevolence. Rufflni.

Appetite Calls
For food which promotes a prompt flow of the
digestive juices--i- n

addition

to

supplying

Post
Toasties
isa most

delicious answer

First Flag to Float Over North American Soil.

"Red Cross of St. George," the banner ot Richard
Couer de Lion in 1191, and planted at Labrador by Sebastian Cabot In 1497 as' the royal ensign ot Henry VII.

to appetite.

the Island of San Salvador, one of the Bahamas,
and again in 1498 at the mouth of the Orinoco lu
South America; but the first flag to float over the
soil of the North American continent of which his
tory tells was planted on the shore of Labrador In
1497 by Sebastian Cabot.
The first stage of evolution was marked two
years before the settlement of Jamestown, when
James I. of England, in honor of the union, placed
the, diagonal white cross of St. Andrew with the
red cross of St. George, both upon a blue field.
This Is the first blending of the American national
colors known to history. The red, white and blue
Is therefore as old as the country, as it appeared
in the flags which floated over the Virginia settlement and was the flag of the Mayflower and of
Plymouth.

It is, at the
same time, full of
the
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HOW CARELESS!

CASTORIA
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the most eminent physicians it was
tial that the component parta of Syrup
of rigs and Elixir of Senna should be
known to and approved by them; there-

For Infanta and Children.

The Kind You Have

fore, the California Fig Syrup Co. publishes a full statement with every package.

City Census Shows Population Increase

He There was nearly a bad fire at
the theater.
She How was that?
He The villain lit a cigarette and
tossed the match into the snow!

The perfect purity and uniformity of product, which they demand in a laxative
remedy of an ethical character, are assured

by the Company's original method of man-

ond precinct, 13.949; third precinct,
13,572; fourth precinct, 13,467; fifth ufacture known to the Company only.
precinct, 12J42; sixth precinct, 4,786;
The figs of California are used in the
seventh precinct, 6,372; eighth precinct, 18,059; ninth precinct, 8,603, production of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
and tenth precinct, 6,226; making a Senna to promote the pleasant taste, but
total white population of 245,861, and the medicinal principles are obtained from
a colored population of 97,142, or a
plants known to act most beneficially.
total of both white and colored of
To get its beneficial effects always buy
According
343,003.
INGTON.
to
SH
the
A
Hi
TT
Since the taking of the census a the genuine manufactured by the Calicensus enumerated by the police,
as footed up In the returns made to year ago there has been an Increase
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only, and for sale
Maj. Sylvester, the total population of In population of 102 in the first preby all leading druggists.
the District of Columbia Is now 343,-00- cinct, 137 in the second precinct, 942
an increase of 3,600 since the in the seventh precinct, 173 in the
A JUSTIFIABLE EXPRESSION.
eighth precinct, 1,227 in the ninth prepolice census of a year ago.
The total number of white residents cinct, and 4,288 in the tenth precinct;
The negro population is and a decrease of 631 In the third preIs 245,841.
Í.7.142.
cinct, 631 in the fourth precinct, 1,795
As has been the case for a number in the fifth precinct, 412 in the sixth
of years, females are in excess of precinct, making a total decrease of
males by 15,425. This excess decreased d,Z69 In these precincts as against a
during the past year, as in 190S, the total increase of 6,869 in the north
x: ss of females over males was 16,- - west.
725.
Maj. Sylvester attributes the deThe report shows the number of crease In population In the several
white people living In the first or bus! precincts named to the absence of
ness precinct to be 9,578; the second mechanics and laborers who were emprecinct, 26,227; the third precinct, ployed on the railroad improvements
Inexperienced Caddie (after Mr.
19,775; the fourth precinct, 20,177; the and new buildings, which have since
foozle's flifteenth miss) Shall I make
fifth precinct, 36,977; the sixth pre- been completed.
cinct, 17,329; the seventh precinct,
The population of the city of Wash- the 'ole a big bigger, sir?
the eighth precinct, 26,373; the ington proper, exclusive of alleys. Is,
TORE HIS SKIN OFF
ninth precinct, 36,901, and the tenth white, 181,358; colored, 63,390. The
precinct, 34,690.
population of the alleys In the city of
In Shreds Itching Was Intense
The colored population In these pre- Washington is, white, 1,608; colored,
Sleep Was Often Impossible.
cincts are: First precinct, 967; sec 13,410.

Long Ride Too Strenuous for Ethel
who will stick it out to the end, the
men of the group coming In along the
route in relays. Representative Andrew J. PeterB and David Grey, the author, succeeding Mr. Marvin and Mr.
Smith as escorts on the earlier stages
of the journey.
Mrs. Wadsworth's trips are really
journeys de luxe, for she travels with
a score of grooms, a relay of mounts
and wagon loads of baggage to make
for the comfort of the travelers as
they progress on their unique trip. Of
a distinctly original and independent
bent, Mrs. Wadsworth, who is one of
the ultra exclusive hostesses of the
capital, stood next the White House
family throughout the last administration.
Long before Miss Ethel made up
her mind to make her debut from the
White House Mrs. Wadsworth had annexed the youngest daughter of f.he
Roosevelts to her select coterie, and,
a thorough horsewoman herself, she
encouraged Miss Ethel to go in foi all
Borts of thrilling equestrian
stunts
More than once Miss Roosevelt wnt
over to "Ashantee," and within the
privacy of the Wadsworth estate'
found an excellent field for her t:ttin
ing as a hurdle jumper.

Mrs. Herbert Wadsworth and
group of friends, including
Miss Margaret
Carey of Buffalo,
George Marvin, whose experiences In
the Manchurlan campaign fitted him
for fearsome exploits, and Edward P.
Smith, cantered out of Washington
the other afternoon on the first stretch
e
of a
equestrian journey to

WHEN

"Ashantee," the magnificent country
home of Mrs. Wadsworth at Avon,
N. Y., Miss Ethel Roosevelt stood by
with more than a wistful look In her
usually laughing eyes.
Mith Ethel was slated to accompany
Mrs. Wadsworth on her trip, but", fear
ful of the strenuoslty of a fortnight In
the saddle, Mrs. Roosevelt at the last
moment intervened, and Miss Ethel's
eager acceptance was reluctantly with
drawn.
Mrs. Wadsworth and Miss Carey are
the only two members of the party

Fred Carpenter Is Amusement Mentor

Quite True.

Is
Marian, a UtUe
stubborn. One day, when she
was fretful, her mother, wishing to
engage her mind, attracted her attention to a cow In a vacant lot and asked
what It was.
Marian replied, "boss" (horse) and
stubbornly refused to give In. Her
mother, wishing to get a correct answer without scolding, asked: "What
eats grass besides a horse?" "More
boss," was the quick response. Delineator.
three-year-ol-

Always Bought

a
tens

Tery

f,

Athleticism Extraordinary.
"Why," said the first athletic boaster, "every morning before breakfast I
get a bucket and pull up 90 gallons
from the well." "That's nothing," retorted the other. "I get a boat every
morning and pull up the river." Uni
versalis! Leader.
Waiter (to customer, who had complained that his steak is not tender
enough) Not tender enough! D'you
expect it to kiss you!
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Promotes Dtoestion,Checrful- nessand Rest Contains neither
Opium. Morphine nor Mineral
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linn Snur Stomach. Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions.reveriah- ness and LOSS OF SLEEP
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work equals six men. The company
has this order standing on its books.
"When the roof gets weak, take out
the mules." Vancouver Mining Exchange.

Rough on Rats, unbeatable exterminator
Rough on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 26c.
Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Liq'd, 25c
Cured by Cuticura In Three Weeks. Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 25.
1 5c. Liq'd ,2 5c.
"At first an eruption of small pus Rough on Roaches, Pow'd,
tules commenced on my hands. These Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 26c.
spread later to other parts of my body, Rough on Skeeters, agreeable toinse,25c,
and the Itching at times was intense, E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.
so much so that I literally tore the
skin off In shreds in seeking relief.
The Young Dream.
The awful Itching Interfered with my
The light was soft in the conservar
work considerably, and also kept me tory.
awake nights. I tried several doc"But," said the young girl, nervously
tors and used a number of different plucking to pieces a mauve orchid,
ointments and lotions but received "but there are microbes In kisses."
practically no benefit. Finally I setThe plashing of the fountain mintled down to the use of Cuticura Soap, gled with the low, deep voice of the
Cuticura Ointment and Cuticura Pills, youth.
"My microbes," he murmured, paswith the result that In a few days all
Itching had ceased and in about three sionately, "are bo lonely!"
weeks' time all traces of my eruption
No Others
had disappeared. I have had no trouIt is in a class by itself. It has no
ble of this kind since. H. A. Kruts-kof6714 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 1U, rivals. It cures where others merely
relieve. For aches, pains, stiff joints,
November 18 and 28, 1907."
cuts, burns, bites, etc., it is the quickPotter Drug a Cbam. Corp., Bol Prop, Boston.
est and surest remedy ever devised.
We mean Hunt's Lightning Oil.
TENDER, BUT NOT LOVING.
60c and 25c bottles.

AsA

Not Narcotic

Never Falls
There Is one remedy, t.zi only one
I have ever found, to cure without fall
such troubles in my family as Ecrema,
Ringworm, and all others of itching
character. That remedy Is Hunt's
We always use It and it never
Cure.
W. M. CHRISTIAN,
falls.
Rutherford, Tenn
60c per box.
Men Can Care for Themselves.
A coal company in the Hocking val
ley, O.. employs both men and mules,
One mule costs $200, and In point of

the
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Company.,
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Why isn't he?
He can't! He
chews it all

the time now
F,ne

fine
i for

i

Look for the spear.
Your Jeweler Knows
a Good Watch

Investment

Re knows how to properly adjust on
to your individual requirements so it
will be accurate under all conditions.
That' the only way to boy a watc- hnever by i

The King ot diooq puriners is Dr.
Simmon's Sarsaparilla. It rids the system of the winter's accumulation of
impurities.
It makes the young feel
well the old young. Now is the time
to renovate yourself . Simmon's Sarsa
parilla cannot be excelled.
Price 60c and $1.00.

Why add by the mental
process, and then
check to see if it's correct
pencil

when the YaMpaál adds
the place of one.
With Carpenter it has become
three to five times faster
sci
ence.
and does it with unerring
SCIATICA
CRIPPLED WITH
Perhaps the role of critic maf deaccuracy ?
tract from his own amusement, for
when he visits a performance
Mr Caused by Disordered Action of the
Kidneys.
Carpenter looks at It entirely through
Time saved is money
Her Blue Kitchen.
the eyes of his chief. "How would
Samuel D. Ingraham, 2402 E. Main
"You are always talking about your
earned. Anything
the president enjoy this?" is his view
CARPENTER, secretary point and from that viewpoint he St, Lewlston, Idaho, says: "For two lovely little blue kitchen," they said,
saves time is an investment.
FRED W.president,
years I was crip- "but we see you dining out every
has accumulated rules. Fearing that he might mis
taMssaf saves time
The
sciatic
with
pled
In
you
It?"
never
Do
cook
night
having
take,
recommended a certain
another dignity, with its rewards and
my "Not enough to get tired of it," she
in
rheumatism
money.
and
Invest now.
responsibilities. He is the official play to the president, he attends a
thighs and could said, "and that's the reason I like
amusement mentor of the White second time, this time not to watch
Ktept
Pmrfmct Tun
Solid
ice
Frozen
in
demonstration
on your
A
not get about with- It so."
House. President Taft Is fond of the the play, but its effect on the presi
A watch, no matter how good, cannot
The
out
crutches.
work
your
office
person
in
adjusted
to
at our
unless
the
accurate
be
theater; so Is Mrs. Taft; but a poor dent. If it is what it should be. CarRed, Weak, Weary, Watery Eye
who is to carry It. A Swans Bend
kidney
secretions Relieved
by Murine Eye Remedy. Comexpense
will furnish you
performance or even a mediocre one penter heaves a sigh of contentment
Watch acknowledged superior In every
irregular, pounded by Experienced Physician. Conbecame
grade couldn't keep perfect time unless
affects them just as it does other peo- and departs for home.
to Pure Food and Drug Laws. Muwith the proof. Write today,
individually adjusted.
painful, and showed forms
All of which makes Carpenter a
rine Doesn't Smart: Soothe Eve Pain.
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show, and they hate to make a mis- man greatly courted by the theatrical
You need me.
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helping me so I began taking Doan's
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take In the matter. For the appear- managers. They send him invitations.
woman besoon,
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never
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make
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Kidney
Pills.
I'm built on honor;
ance of the president and his party for himself and Mrs. Carpenter. And,
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money
after a while was entirely free from lieve that she Isn't saving
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sweetness of disposition. Therefore, company when Carpenter attends.
and stiffness of joints and muscle. A litif yon feel languid and depressed
That's when they put themselves to
Hamlin Wizard Oil rubbed in will
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not having a guide to things theatriMachine
Names.
limber them up immediately.
cal to do the work for them, Fred their prettiest paces.
all the time. The best thing to
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"That little girl," remarked
druggist to the doctor, "was just in
help nature build up the system is
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him. Cascareado what you recommend
s
to
gown
made
pass
up
commitDemothe
to
senate
before
$200
a
rule
years as doorkeeper on the
It's a safe
witnesses
"She had
StlJ bu All UaJing DruggiHi in ta
them to do. I will give yon the privilege
JourpersenCol.
of
Edward's
Milwaukee
dog."
philosophy.
ot
tee as a result
human
match a $10
cratic tide of the United States
of using his name." E. M. Dickson,
and
50c
staeiotto.
35c
Washingdiligence.
severance and
nao Resiner St., W. Indianapolis, lad.
ate. The colonel went to
Clear white clothe are a sign that the
There are four other employes of
ton while Senator Vest was in the
Pleasant. Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
W1 I.W totiSf Syrup.
Blue.
Ball
Red
Croa
housekeeper
Mr.
turn
right-hanservDo Good. Never Sicken
taken or Gripe.
the senate who are older in the
Tor children teetotal, oruu th gurai, redoeM
senate, and for years was the
Large 2 oz. package, 6 cent.
10c. 25c. 50c. Never sold in bulk.
Ataxia
Locomotor
urpw,n
V6IQ
I
BABA
Col.
C. W.
man of the brilliant Missourian. ice than Col. Edwards.
stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
Conquered at Last
SK3
con or your money back.
Coombs, who takes care ot the InterHe Is now 71 years old.
s
her
The way ot the
Lovo may bo blind, but alimony la
Doe It. Writ foe Proof.
At IvtoHíree.
members
of
Democratic
of
ests
the
emas
an
hard.
CSS AS Si, SUM N. IMS SUU. Philadelphia.
When he was sworn In
W. N. U, Oklahoma City, No.
an eyeopener.
folding-room- ,
ploye of the senate, at noon. May 12, the house in the house
32 years.
was
He
there
been
has
Is
a
1879, not a single senator who
conductor before he entered
member of the present congress had railroad
entered the upper chamber. Senators the service.
He also enjoyed the friendship of
Hale and Frye, the oldest members In
point of service, were not elected un Senator Vest. Both Col. Edwards and
til two years after the appointment Col. Coombs are Mlssourlans, are as
loyal to their native state as on the
of Col. Edwards.
In the early eighties, when Senator day when they packed their grips and
LA CREOLE " HAIR RESTORER. o PRICE. ti.OO.
of Utos uttly. strtzzly. gray hair. Us
Vest made his. famous lnvstigation of started for the capital.
carpenter takes

Save Time

that

A South Bend Watch

You Need a Tonic

half-wa-

FoBter-MUbur- n

Home-Mad-

Has Served 30 Years at Senate Door

I
I

Adding

e

ben-sin-

I

DR.D.JAYNE'S

Headache

r.

run-do-

two-third-

d

can't-gues-

r

0

Tnre-uine'tabl-
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FORT BAND

A SCENIC

HIGHWAY

HERE THIRD

with the Fort Bins base ball
MERELY AN OPINION.
team for a game here Sunday.
June 11. This it one of the crack What Irtlhtr Quaekenbaae Thought e
ball team of the Southwest aud
the Funeral Proceeding.
Tb-wela piel did game is assured.
ean." ju.lt. lallv remarked
"I len t pare-In- '
The ball team win be accom- old Rmther
no 'pinions on de rpperwndj "n
panied by the Fort Bliss Military
way or de tudder mubw'f. but deea
Band of 28 pieces.
yo de skin aud bone of de pub
ftvln'
The band and ball team and a
Media's and leavln' yo' to draw yo
bunch of rooters will arrive here own
eii lustou. 'Twui
en the afternoon of the loth. n Enduiin'
Pah-soof de funyal.
that evening a dance will lie
Bagfter was dellverln- of as
given, the band furnishing the
an address to de cawps a
music.
yo' most ever listened to. a section of
The management of the local de plaster 'bout dat wide and meliby
base ball association is to le di long fofhed loose fuui de cellln'
congratulated for having made and 'acended on de pahson's head and
knocked nlui senseless yassah. put
arrangements for this game.
plumb
Imsluess for de tima

NEAL HOUSE
Mrs.

l.

.

(Continued

from page 1.)

here. Mrs. Wetinore will accompany him.
With M gxl a kand us there
is in the country, a hall game
between two of the crack teams
races, a grand
of New
street parade and other high
class amusements, there is uo
gainsaying tin- fact that it will
he a great celebration.
The Oklfiaoao papers say that
a large number of people from
that city will attend the Alaino-gord- o

(Continued from page 1.)
matioDi.

err hind

te

.

greet the traveler on

bo account of the scenic beauties of
the proposed road. Mr. La Salle it of lb
oploloii that It would within a tbort
time become the mecca of tutomoblllMt
and that hundred of through pat.eo-engerwould eterrl-- e the right of their
topover prlvillfr for the purpose of
taking a whirl through the scenic high
wit of toe count r
It ii not thought that the cost of the
n.ad will exceed tlO.000. The
ment experts who recently made a sur
vey of a proposed road to the summit
via Alamo canon estimate that the
of that roan would cost 915,000
celebration Saturday. building
the distance Is'not so great.
They will come on the Fort Stan- and
The county commissioners have made
ton special train.
a caresul study of all the feasible roates
Advices from the fort are to to the summit and are In a position to
(Continued from page 1.)
the best route. If they decide to
the effect that hi people from know
build the Box canon road The News Is
be
Twice
here.
that section will
of the opinion that it will be for the
this number will board the spe- reason that it is the most feasible route almost frozen. As it was, all
suffered intensely from the cold.
from everv point of view.
cial at Carrizozo and Tularosa.
The horses suffered a great
The special will leave Carrizo-- o
deal from the cold and the sleet.
at 3 o'clock Saturday morning
í

-

arriving here at about5:5W It
will leave here on the return
trip Sunday evening. The Carrizozo News "boosted"' our celebration last week. The same
paper also carried a display ad
of the big doings inserted by the
Fort Stanton boys.
Indications are that the town
will be full of excursionisss Saturday and Sunday. Let's make
them feel at home.

.

SNOW STORM
THURSDAY

ALAMOS WIN
BALL GAME
(Continued from page 1.)

which went clear through short bringing Wooten home from second.
The Internationals played fast, snappy ball all through the game. They
are bard players, but game losers, and
had no excuses to make, no hollers tu
let out.
All of the Alamos showed in their Improved form the result of the training
NOTES.
and practice they had bad during the
week, ruelson It a great backstop and
A splendid chance for the boy who "all time plays with plenty of "pep.
McDowell pitched his best game so
can get up a ridiculous rig. Five dollars
He showed bis real
Is the prize. Old tumble down carts, tar this season.
burro outfits, In fact any old dilapidat- clas- - in the eighth inning. Adair, first
ed rig Is likely to get the prize. A rope batter up, caught one on his arm and
harness in this connection Is one sug- walked to first. McDowell began to
grin, and proceeded to strike out the
gestion.
We understand thare are many ladies next three men up. At the end of the
nterea in the riding contest. The game he bal to hi- - credit 11 strikeouts
and allowed oulv 4 hits.
more the merrier.
Faust at first played his usual clean
That POLE is a hummer, and the boy game. Made the hest of his chances.
that climbs it will not only receive the Saulsberry at second seemed for a while
five dollar prize, but will gain the hearty to have them all coming his way, aud
applause of the great throng. The en- stayed right in the game. Williams, at
thusiasm will not be of the stinted vari- third, had plenty of chances, and gave
ety
a life size imitation of Bosco, the wild
n, t li.í... ha
rullwt tl.af nr. twn man eating 'em alive.
Th
Wooten, the new man at short, had
boys can take hold of that greased pi
at one time. The boy to take hold of it jonlv limited chances. I believe be will
while it is being held, will be disqual- deliver the goods In the coming games
ified. It will be limited to boys under with Fort Stanton.
Kearney, in right field, had only the
sixteen years of a;e.
The parade will form at nine o'clock infield to back up. none of the Internationals daring to take an chances with
prompt.
him. His work with the stick was good,
Every automobile in town Is strongly and is still improving.
urged to decorate. Attempt something
Pelphrey in the middle patch bad on
new and original in the way of decora- ly one
chance and he landed on that all
tion.
same hungry duck playing "I spy" with
The committee will present the Hest the first June bug of the season. ImAppearing rig. double or single, a Blue proving in batting, too.
Ribbon
Smith out (n the sun garden made
There should be a hundred young some beautiful catches that appealed to
the grand stand. In hatting, his eye is
men and boys in that
busione oi the sort that never sleeps.
ness.
I
together, boys.
The event will come off on time. Con' likeYouthearewavgetting
you are putting snap and
suit the program.
yoer
Into
work. Keep up the
ginger
gait you have struck and you will make
May Buy Sanatorium.
any team in the Southwest go the limi
to stay in the game with vou.

At the meeting of the
at Washington,
C,
cently, the question of buying
the Fraternal City sanatorium

Advent-ist- s
reD.

Fort Stanton

Wins Game.

Fort Stanton defeated Carrizoin Alamogordo was discussed. zo
in a one sided ball game at
The matter was turned over to
latter place Sunday. Score :
the medical committee. A rep- the
Fort Stanton, 10: Carrizozo, 3.
resentative of this committee The day
before, Carrizozo defeatwill be here during the camp
ed Oscuro by a score of 13 to 0.
meeting in August.

Advertise

in The News.

Arrangements have been made

Southwestern Hotel
and Gafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES. Prop.

Now Open for Business
Tliis hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

Appreciate Your Business in

leal Estate, Flotáis, fire, Life,
Accident, Health, Burglary
and Plate Glass Insurance.
Notary Public.
Fidelity Bonds
Abstracts of Title.
ALAMOGORDO,

Otero County Teachers'

Institute

Phone 134.
NEW MEXICO.

Everything Sanitary, New and Modern
Electrical Supplies. Auto arjd Gasoline
Engine Supplies.

him
out'u
yo" know, de
Well,
bein'!
e
dar wa
orglea hatter go on,
de cawpse, and dar was de seuiblage
wld polite impatience, but
dar wasn't anudder preacher to be
had. so Puhfessah Toombs, de undertaker, stepped Into de britch, aa yo'
mougbt say. wld bis mouf
like a steel trap, and saya he sawtah

General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.
Cor. lOth and Penn. Ave.

'Phone 56.

J. Q. GRANT,
Proprietor of the

e

City Livery and Transfer
Good rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just East of News office

e

sev-ra-

l.

ROUSSEAU,

G. F.

dognatlously:
" "To" all will please make note, brud
dren and sistahs, dat I takes uinb
stand right whub da pahson stood,
fum de place whuh de plaster
done fell down dar kain't no mo' plaster fall down,
if a plumb dona
down and tboo fallin', no matter how
bad I stretches de troof, and wid dese
few words of 'splauation I'll puhseed,
not
I's stuck on de lamentable,
I takes a puhfessloiuil
but
pride in muh art and admires to have
de celebration go off fitten and shipshape. Wid de rudder conformation dat
dis yuh Isn't much pussonal sediments
our depnhted
(not by
feller citizen,
dar, done owes
me a balance of six dollahs on de
funyal of his fou'th wifei, I'll puuseed
to read fum dis yuh book de rcmabka
dat was writ to be used In a burial at
sea. Ii'lievin' dat dey sounds solemn-cholenough to fit de 'cuslon and far
enough f nut de troof not to cause no
mo' plastertn' to fall.'
"And den be done so. Dat's de way
'twuz, Bruddcr BoeankO. Yo" can cut
It over to suit yo' own Mas." Puck.

Prop.

B. Neal,

Fine Home Cooking.
Rates, $5 per week.

-

Phone

Residence Phone 17a

e

The Real Thing.
Two women were discussing some
new neighbors who had moved into one
of the most sumptuous honaea in their

w

f

MEYER!

C.

Dealer in General Merchandise
Is still at the old stand at
LUZ, N.
complete in all lines and my prices are right.

La

M,

'é

My stock

is

A

Just received a car

of Ft. Smith, Ark... Farm and Mountain Wagons.
I am X
agent for Champion Mowers and Rakes and other Interna- - W
W tional Harvester Co.. Machinery.
Also agent for the John

$

ffl Deere Plow Company's Implements.

i$

city.
The Otero county summer institute
"They seem to be very rich.
said
for teachers will be held at Alamogordo
beginning Aug. Hi and closing Aug. 30 the first.
"Oil, they are." said the .second.
T. WJ Conway, superintendent of the
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
''Shall you call?"
W. R. EIDSON.
R. B. ARMSTRONG,
Raton city schools, will conduct the in"Decidedly!"
President.
stitute.
Vies President
Cashier
Every teacher who is to teach In Sew
"You arc sure, are you. that they
Mexico during the coining year is re- are
ite
correct, quite er good
quired by law to attend ten days of such form V"
an Institute. No excuse for
"Oh, my dear, I'm positive," said the
can be accepted excepting serious
illness, and every teacher must attend second woman. "They have thirty
servants, eighteen horses, twelve dogs,
each day's session.
and one child."
Those who contemplate teaching but eleven automobiles
have no schools at present should at- Des Moines Register.
tend, for if vacancies, occur, those who
already have certificates and have at
Assumes All Blame.
tended institute will be given the preference.
Examination in all subjects of first.
CONDENSED STATEMENT
second and third grades will be given
during last two days of Institute. Fee
AT COMPTROLLER'S
CALL. CLOSE OF BUSINESS
pr. IS, 19Q9.
for attendance will be 13. 00. No extra
RESOURCES
fee for examination to those who attend

Established

1900

The First National Bank
Of Alamogordo, N. M.

institute.
Institute work and examination In
reading and methods and management
will

Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts

be based

ou texts of N'ew Mexico
Teachers' Reading Circle. Every teacher should be amember of the circle and
those who are to be examined lor certificate! should purchase tbtsu books for
the purpose of preparing themselves for
examination in those subjects, These
books are for sale at this office.
All who are interested in education
are cordiallv invited to be present at all
times.
Toóse who desire more particular
may write to. or call at this
oflice.
LACY SI VMS,
Co. Supt. of Schools.

flK6.3XT.o7

...

Undivided
Circulation
Deposit.

f25.OSO.00
.

Profit.

()"

12.0u0.0t
2.511

!.....

0

130.ST2S1

Total

$18li.3f7.l7

DIRECTORS

A Literary Man.
Mechem Will Get It.
1
''May
Intwoduce
to you my
All objections to the confirmafwieudV asked a fashionable yoeng
tion of M. C. Mechem as one of man
at a recent dance. "He is a
the new judges in New Mexico
man, you know."
have been removed and it is "Indeed!" exclaimed his partner.
thought that the senate will con"Aw. yes. He sent the Society News
firm his appointment this week. a list of the guests at the last pahty,

and the editah accepted it."
J. Re Wilde, a Downing, Wis., subscriber to The News, writes to have his
paper sent to Noordroykerhout, HolThe News Is the popular paper. Send
land, for two months.
It to your friends back east.
Tlt-Blt-

...Simplicity...
Underwood Star)dard Typewriter

is a Marvel

of Simplicity
t

Tutal

Capital

Suruln.

W. J. BRYSON,
p. M. RHOMBERG.
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
J. M. WYATT,
0. MEYER,
w. Ri EIDSON,
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY S. EVANS.

Half Holidays.
The Alamo National Forest office will be closed .Saturday afternoons during the mouths of "Well, there's one thing about
July, August and Septeinber-Th- e faults."he's always ready to confess his
department has recommend"Nonsense!
Why,
ed this in order to give the em. ging about being selfhe's forever bragmade."
ployes a much needed half holi"Of course.
That's just
day during the warm months.
Press.

Writing-in-sigh-

Furniture and Fixtures...
llonds. Securities, etc
Cash on band and in vault

$l(M,26s.l'
434.54
16,000.00
30.000.00
3. 00 00
1.115 .75
40.220.49

U. S. Bonds
Hank Hnildintr

in a typewriter secures durability, ease and efficiency of operation
and ícreases the speed and accuracy of the work : the

Alamo Real Estate, Loan & Insurance Go,

10th Street.

Ireezing, we of the valley were looking
(or the cool shady spots, or sipping mint
Jullps Id the vicinity of an electric fan,
never dreaming that fifty miles away a
snow and slest storm was raging, and
the thermometer registering down toward the zeio mark.
The day was an exceedingly bad one
for the work which Mr. Manning had
planned.
At about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, at the time he began his work,
cloudt formed In the valley below, mak
ing It Impossible to do the work which
he had In hand. However, when the
view was not obstructed by the clouds,
he could, with the aid of a glass, see the
isiina institute building and smoke
stacks in Alamogordo.
sit. aianning will within a short t:ine
be in a position to give to the waiting
world the altitude of White mountain.
Many claim that it Is higher than Pike's
reaK, out tne former geographical sur
vey gives the altitude at 11.800 feet.
Mr. Manning's party has pitched camp
near
several months will
be required to complete the work here.

35c

THE
Will

While Mr. Manning and his
party were trying to keep from

n

Bertha

KMIiALMEF
AND FUNKRAL
DIRECTOR
AND DEALT"
IN FUNERAL
SUPPLIES

A.

J. BUCK

UNDERTAKER

OFFICE PHONE
NO. 4.
RESIDENCE
PHONE
NO. 96.

MONEY LOANED
ON REAL ESTATE.
LONG TIME.
EASY PAYMENTS,
RELIABLE REPRESENTATIVES WANTED.

The JqcKsoq Loar)& Trust Co.
Fort Worth, Texas. JacKsoi), Mississippi.

The oQly place in Otero County

whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

McRae Lumber Company

con-

struction, Built-i- n
Tabulators and Modern Bookkeeping

CASH MEAT MARKET
D. A.
FRIBLEY, Prop.

There is nothing bidden about the Uaderwood. The
i1nílwphic,h"ícñ!,;
22 25 ,edoperator, will be .down""yoo, explained alo if to.
!?." 7
like; bat really yon'll see for yoanelf why the Underwood
does endara ud whr U
operation U so easy, quick aad accaraU.

viaFfáltll

"The Machine You

Will

Eventually Buv."

THE UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITES COMPANY, Inc,
ANYWHCRE.

Wholesale and Retail
DEALER IN
Fresh
and Salted Meats
New York Avenue.
Alamogordo, N. H

